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SECTION 1.0
INTRODUCTION
This document constitutes the final report covering the work accomplished
by Pesco Products, division of Borg-Warner Corporation, under contract
NAS 9-7770 for the design, fabrication and testing vi a destratification
motor-impeller unit.
The contract period, which officially began 5 March 1968 and was originally
scheduled to extend through 12 August 1968, was modified several times by
changes in scope.
The motor-impeller unit is basically an ac induction motor driving a high
specific speed impeller. Fluid flow enters the unit axially, and is dis-
charged radially through slotted ports. The synchronous speed of the 8-pole
motor is 6000 rpm when operating with an input frequency of 400 Hz and a
line-to-line potential of 208 v rms.
Major among the design objectives for the motor-impeller unit are high
reliability, long operational life, propellant compatibility, and maximum
output flow. Additionally, the unit is required to function satisfactorily in
the liquid and gas phases of oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen.
Design verification and life tests were conducted to demonstrate compliance
with the design objectives. These tests were divided into three major groups,
each of which was to prove an individual, but not necessarilir exclusive,
portion of the over-all design concept. First, the oxygen exposure tests were
run. This series showed unit compatibility with a 900 psia oxygen gas atmos-
phere. A calibration test sequence was conducted in oxygen and hydrogen with
unit pressure rise and output flow measured in both the gas and liquid phases.
Maximum output flow rate achieved was 11510 of the 1. 3 cfm design objective
in liquid oxygen and over 150% of the liquid hydrogen requirement. Life tests
to demonstrate high reliability and extended running capability were the final
tests conducted. I'hree units, one each in hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen,
successfully completed 225 hours of life testing. Included in this test was a
start/stop cycle which was timed such that 4500 cycles were accomplished
during each 225 hour life test. The test program was completed without in-
cident and all design objectives were satisfied.
BORG"I WARNER
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During the course of the program, several significant changes in the
contract were made. Modification 1 dated 25 March 1968 entailed a
slight reduction in motor-impeller outside diameter, relocation of
the motor lead-in wires, and relocation of motor mounting holes.
This modification required a 3-1/2  week schedule extension.
On 9 April 1968, NASA RFP No. BG721 -8-8-477P was received at
Pesco. This resulted in a contract change, Modification 2, which
increased the total units built from four (4) to nine (9). Contract
end date was extended to 5 October 1968.
Modification 3 extended the program end date from 5 October to
25 November 1968, and provided for delivery to the Manned Space-
craft Center of a motor-impeller test unit.
The final contract adjustment, Modification 4, expanded the life
testing plan to include an additional specimen run in liquid nitrogen.
The contract period was extended to 15 February 1969.
2. 2	 Test History




Start Date	 End Date
	 Serial No.	 Type Test	 Document
9-26-68 10-4-68 X2132 Oxygen Exposure TR686
10-14-68 11-26-68 X2132 Calibration Tests TR686
11-19-68 11-19-68 X2133 Electrical Tests TR686
12-17-68 1-14-69 X2133 Oxygen Life Tests TR686
1-6-69 2-11-69 X2139 Hydrogen Life Test TR686
1-21-69 2-6-69 X2138 Nitrogen Life Test TR686
BORE ^^^ _1. WARNER
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The success of the destratification motor-impeller unit program is
best demonstrated in terms of specific objectives accomplished.
Oxygen compatibility was demonstrated by the testing conducted in
high pressure gas. Data and supporting remarks covering the portion
of the program are included in 4. 1 of this report. Achievement of a
unit output flow exceeding 1. 3 cfm in any required pumped fluid was
realized, and is shown graphically in S--ction 4. 2. Life testing, the
final phase within the scope of the program, was completed without
incident. A total of almost 700 hours running and 13, 500 start/stop
cycles on thrP^- identifical units, each operating in a different fluid,
clearly demonstrate high reliability and extended operational life.
Supporting data for the life tests are included in Section 4. 3.
Since all of the specified design and test objectives are now satisfactor-
ily accomplished, it is concluded that the destratification motor-impeller
unit, Pesco Model 145204-100, is now fully developed and the over-all
program under Contract NAS9-7770 was satisfactory.







The motor designed and built for this application is a three phase, 8
pole squirrel cage induction machine with a nominal rating of 0.005
horsepower at 5700 rpm - 115/200 volts ac (normal ambient con-
ditions). The materials and assembly techniques used were the
result of previous experience in similar applications blended with new
innovations developed during a recent study contract for NASA (Ref.
Contract No. NAS 9-4923).
The insulation system chosen was based on its thermal integrity at
normal ambient conditions and its mechanical stability at cryogenic
temperatures. The main ingredient in the system is a polyimide
(du Pont ML) insulating varnish whose characteristics have been
proven from plus 300° C down to the extreme cryogenic temperatures.
Standard silicone steel laminations (AISI Grade M-19) were optimized
around the performance requirement of this application.
The conductors in the stator winding are standard copper wire
(IACS-100% conductivity). In order to provide sufficient starting
torque at cryogenic temperatures, a material with a higher resistivity
than copper must be used in the rotor. A copper alloy per ASTM
B-134 (Alloy No. 1 - 95% Cu. -5 0/o ZN) has been successfully used in
similar applications and, therefore, became the material designation
for both rotor bar and end rings.
The motor performance at room condition;; is shown in Section 4. 2.
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3.2	 Bearings
During February 1968 an Engineering Design Spec ification,EDS-357
previously submitted, covering the motor-impeller unit ball bearing
application was written and sent to approved vendors. The specifica-
tion defines mounting arrangement, speed, loading, and environmental
requirements particular to the subject unit.
Two suppliers responded knowledgeably to this rather unique request
and it is not surprising that their design approaches are similar.
Both vendors specified an ABEC-7P tolerance ball bearing using 440C
stainless steel balls and rings, and a 5813 Duroid ball separator.
Additionally, the trade named separator material in both cases was
impregnated with moly-disulfide.
Although the majority of our experience with "dry" bearing operation
was gained using Barden "Bar-Temp" bearings, the Miniature
Precision Bearing Inc. quotation was accepted since it offered some
additional features. MPB's bearing, besides using moly-disulfide,
employs a modified tungsten-disulfide coating permanently bonded to
the balls and rings. This dry film lubricant allows for slightly
higher axial preloads and, therefore, increases bearing life since
ball sliding at start is minimized. The greater cooling flow through
the MPB bearing is another significant factor. MPB's "open cage"
concept, which uses no shielding, provides approximately 50% greater
flow area through the bearings.
Results of our test program, which was accomplished without incident,
clearly demonstrate successful bearing operation.
3.3	 Materials
Material selection for all components of the motor-impeller unit was
accomplished using the following documents for reference:
CompatabiLty of Materials with Liquid Oxygen, NASA Technical
Memo, NASA TM X-985 dated August 1964.
Compatability of Materials with Liquid Oxygen, NASA Technical
Memo, NASA TM X-53052 elated May 1964.
4
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Compatability of Materials with Liquid Oxygen, III, NASA
Technical Memo, NASA TM X-53533 dated November. 1966.
The following is a complete listing of the materials used in construc-
tion of the motor-impells r unit. A unit assembly drawing number
145204-100 is provided ,,s Figure 8. This will serve as a cross
reference for the following list.
3. 3. 1	 Material List
Part No. Name Material
14-550 Shroud, Impeller Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
14-551 Washer, Flat Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L,Cond. A
14-552 Sleeve, Bearing Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 440C, Cond. A
14-553	 • Sleeve, Bearing Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 440C, Cond. A
14-554 Set Screw Steel, Cre„ per AMS 5735
14-555-02 Shim Sheet Aluminum per QQ-A-250/ 1
through 05 (1100) Temper 0
14-557 Spacer, Impeller Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
14-558 Impeller Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
14-559 Cover, Impeller Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
14-560 Sleeve, Thrust Bearing Steel, Cres, per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
WRG ` WARMER
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Steel, Silicon, per AISI type
M-19
Steel, Silicon, per AISI type
M-19
Copper Alloy, per ASTM B-134,
Alloy No. 1
Copper Alloy, per ASTM B-134,
Alloy No. 1
Steel, Cres per QQ-S-763








Nickel per MIL-N-8550, Cond. E
Copper, Silver Plated,
Insulation, Extruded Teflon
Silfos Powder: 15% silver, 0 Fv^6
copper, 5% phosphorous
Polymide, Pyre ML
Copper, IACS 100% Conductivity
duPont T-8585
Teflon, ExtrudedI
BORB '  WARNER
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Part No. Name Material
22-7067-22 Insulation, Sleeving Polytetrafluorethylene
(Modified)
22-7067-30 Insulation, Sleeving Polytetrafluorethylene
(Modified)
22-7069-12 Insulation, Tubing Polytetrafluorethylene
(Modified)
22-7082 Separator, Coil Teflon, Type H Film
(Fused and Treated)
22-7083 Tape, Lacing Teflon, Type H Film
(Fused and Treated)
22-7084 Cord, Banding Teflon
99-4224-2 Screw, Cap Steel, Cres, Class A-286
99-4224-4 Screw, Cap Steel, Cres, Class A-286
99-4326 Grease, Anti-galling "Krytox" 240AC Fluorinated
Grease, Batch Tested for
Impact Sensitivity
99-4784 Spring, Bearing Preload Steel, Cres per QQ-W-423
Class 302, Cond. B
114-467 Cover Assembly, Motor Steel, Cres per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
114-468 Housing Ass'y. , Pump Steel, Cres per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
114-469 Nut, Assembly Steel, Cres per QQ-S-763
Class 304L, Cond. A
MS21209C0415 Insert, Screw Thread Steel, Cres Class 302, Cond. B
NAS1291C06 Nut, Self-locking Steel, Cres Class A-286
(Silver Plated)
PKCO PMUCU DIVISION Of BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
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SECTION 4. 0
TEST RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1	 Oxygen Exposure Tests
Oxygen exposure tests, conducted per TR686, paragraph 5. 0, were
completed on 4 October 1968. This testing was divided into two
parts: operational running first and then locked rotor tests, both of
which were run in oxygen gas at 900 psia and 90 °F. The test set up
for all tests was per Figure 1.
4.1.1	 Operational Testing
Using the design verification unit, Serial Number X2132, a
series of tests were made at various fixture pressures
and in nitrogen as well as oxygen gas. The following test
data and curve clearly indicate the unit's ability to operate
in the specified fluid conditions.
4.1.2
	 Locked Rotor Testing
Unit Serial Number X2132 was subjected to a locked rotor
test wrile exposed to oxygen gas at 900 psia and approxi-
mately 90°F. Test data and a curve depicting motor







Type of Test p,Mgy^n^Exposure
Reference Test Request	 686
Test Engineer	 Date 9/27/68
Test Cell	 B2 	 Run No.	 2	 Bar. Press.. p9_a7	 "Hg
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100
	
Serial No. X -2132




_ 2 Hr, -3 Min.	 *&Af*
Test Unit Description Destratification Unit
Purpose_ To determine computability of unit in h . ighh^^^LUS ^x
Comments phase "A t ' was rUl"!D paragraph 5 of 3: - R, 686- T i c ph  cy cyitti3
with the test fixture pressurized to IQ PSIG with G- L._ Run tAmne teas-'• 4 Mi n„tns_^_-
Phase "B" w
	
lth the t eS t f XturP nrpccuri Prl t 	 PCTC' ^..;+h
G-0.2- Run t iMg Was 11 mina es ._
Phase "C" was run with the togt FlYt11YP =rPC ^ 	 Pfi :to R ^y^yDCT[_ .r;^y
G_02 . Run time was 28 minutes.
Prior to ukase "A" 't_hQ un t
	
run f{11t^L hip- pgt fiYtilrP i r_PCC^1r4,zed
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/ o^UsToxj 	 Unit





Test Cell Ambient Temp. 70
Baro. Press. Hg. y„^,PSIA
Total Run Time ,1 ".
Time	 Sequence of Events
o q o ^^^ ^E ,yiE.n^ F'^C'ESly^ E 	 X U	 .u.
09^^ iS' es^ a-e	 TE sT FixTLc'F Tn So O P.r/^ u iTiV G	 [^^3^ 	 T






S STrY^T ^^r1L^' /zi.3^  T^^i^TV^c'E Tb 9^ p^^^ ,yiT^.[/. ^^^x^
^/<^ ^ TFrr Fix T ^^^_^^1	 C^ - L	 ^^ C.^ .SY A
IAI
Or 2wr fixrr^aE rP y3 ^J/E w^rN E •D,^
.a?!/.t/ T/ME J/ ,I/AI.
ssii12irE- 7Z.,r7 F/xT l/.G' F ro
WOW r1	 914f Aii rJ•





_ tinted A, D•wrn 1h,MjWgo^ n.^,.a..^^s.^!; - . o.^ i..^_Yr..^.. r.,.
TT	 PAM 
E T LOG SH$ET Sheet	 of_,^^
Type of Teo	 ,3 f	o 
Pump A s semblg No.	 *.	 Date	 9- ^►
 -¢ l^. .







Orifice  Sizes Grease H2^Z ' 4 	PUMP SEAL DA TA
Inlet - Outlet `Grams. CC, e ►ax	 Leakage	 Seal Port	 Turb Port












+c cuYnulatad S r apse Gvalue
emu; jmw
Pesco Products	 OXYGEN EXPOSURE TEST
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 247M N MILE- ROAD BEDFORD, OHIO TEST N°.	 B2-3-2	 9/27/68
TEST PHASE A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 A-7
TIME
- - -- -
UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5950 5940 5940 5950 5940 5950
S _-
PRESS.	 PSIG 10 11 11 10 13 10 10
MOTOR WINDING Temp-OF 84 124 143 151 160 162 163
FIXTURE GAS	 Tem OF 77 79 83 83 89 88 87
WINDING TO FIXTURE















93 . 0 92.0 91.9	 191 .3 91.8 90.0	 1 90.0
POWER
Phase d	 Watts 5.15	 15.26 5.35 5.37 5.45 5.35 5.36
Phase B
	
Matta 5.15 5.25 2
Phoe* C	 watts 15.10 5.22 5.30 5.35 5.40 5.30 5.25
VOLTAGE	 L-N
Pha e A 120 120 121 120 122 120 120
Phase 5 1 120 1120 121 120 122 120 120
Phase C 17.2_ 170 120
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
I
UNIT SER. No.	 X-2132
27/68	 MODEL No. 145204-100
LTR No. 686
PARA. 5.0
A-7 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-6 B-7
5950 5920 5920 5920 5930 5930 5930 5930
10 1 433 436 434 433	 1428 433 429
163 83 82 82 83 87 92 92
87 77 75 74 75 80 86
76 6 7 8  8 7 6 6_
91.0 92.0 93.1






























400 1400 400 400 40Q. 400 400 400
PPD-607





Pesco Products	 OXYGEN EXPOSURE TEST
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION i4iOO N MILES ROAD BEOFORD. OHIO 	 TEST No.	 B2-3-2	 9/27/68
TEST PHASE C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6
TI
MIT SPEED	 RPM 5900 5900
_




PRESS.	 PSIG 880 884 888 882 890 890
MTOR WINDING Temp OF _ 89 87 85 87 91 91




Phase 	 ma 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0 93.0	 193.0
Phase 8! 	ma 92.5 92.5
rt 
2.2 92.0 92.0 91.8
-
Phase 	 ma 92.5 92.5 92.1 92.2 92.0 91.7
POWER


















Phase A 120 120 120 120 120 120
Phase B 120 120 120 120 120 120
Phase C 120 120 120 120 120 120




UNIT SER. No. X-2132
	 LTR No. 686	 Ae






Type of Test Oxygen Exposure Test
Reference Test Request 686
Test Engineer_	 B.Mi10 La._	 _	 Date 10/ljh8
Test Cell	 B2_3	 _ Run NO. 3	 Bar. Press. 29. 40 	 jig,
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100
	
Serial No. X-2132
Power 3`phase sine wav —
Pump Fluid G_ 02 	 _ At^xt^^ D.^^^
Run Time
	 68 Min.
—	 — — kilt,
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Unit
Purpose To determine computability of unit in hi gh ressure oxyDc>n.
Comments Th^c^a^^empc r_u^e probe w4s_ ^hngc t3_^l c^T S^ICI G cL t n t h^s^o^..__
skin.
was run to paragraph 5.1_of T.R. 6B6._ Thj!E phase 	 the —i.os.t
fixture pressurized to 20 PSIG_ with _G=ORun time ws^s 4^m^ps^L0s
Phase "B" was run with the test—fixture pressurized to 885 PSIG with G-O_.,
Run time wa-21 minutes
	 _	 _
Prior to Phase "A" a systems—check ws_macleQv?1-4111^^^Qttiots^)ctti
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17Frrr^•.efrLrjj^/_^j)p^. Unit




Senior Tech.,?e,& V.Vf-,D ^^^'4J11^ F.
Test Cell Ambient Temp. 72 f F
Baro. Press.?
	
D Hg. /j/, 4/4/ PSIA
Total Run Time 6,P o 14,-,
t.^
:i
Time Sequence c .` Events
D 800 ^	 / _ O	 d '	 ^^
c v Tb !/s 'iF 2!!KI
6&r T STET? w '	 ^_---	 -	 -
p S sJ' P 
/1L,re dA/Xne AVV 4	 RvV 7..--Mig
/D tfFivr	 !/,arm -	 C.r/-Zjr
D
.r	 ,a	 v	 B
S E .2 1 "X4
r
b. T
Pr ^r III	 Flom-9ti+ner cara-
/is6E #. 7
ST LOG SHEET	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test ^Xr«^ EXpOSd^c=F
Esc	 oF^i^'GA6
Pump Assembly No.
Final Orifices	 In —	 Out
Endevco
Date
Unit Ser. No. X–
Test No.
O.ifice Sizes Grease H 1^ 02	 PUMP SEAL DATA
Inlet - Outlet Grams.	 Cc:ic. Time Dewar Leakage I Seal Port Turb Port









DIJISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 4700 N M I LES ROAD,BEDFORD ,OHIO	 TEST No. 32-3-3	 10/1/68
TEST PHASE A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 A-7 A-8
TIME OF DAY 1420 1425	 1 1430 1435 1440 1445 1450 145
UINT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960	 15950 5950 595
FIXTURE GAS
PRESS.	 PSIG 22 21 20 20 18 17
_
16 15
MOTOR WIND ING Temp of 97 127 14 3 153 160 166 170 173
FIXTURE GAS	 Temp OF 87 88 89 91 92 92 93 93
WINDING TO FIXTURE
10 39 54 62 68	 1AMB IENT
	
T	 Temp OF 74 77	 1 80
CURRENT
Phase A	 ma 93.5 93.0 92.2 91.9 -- 92.0 91.0 90.
Phase B	 ma 92.8 92.0 91 .3 91.2 --- 91. 5 90.2 90.
Phase C	 ma 92.8 92.0 91.3 91.2 --- 91.5 90.1 89.
POWER
Phase A	 Watts 5.18 5.27 5.34 5 .36 --- 5.47 5.39 5.3
Phase	 Watts 5.14 5.23 5.31 5 .33 -- 5.43 5.33 5.3
base C	 Watts 5.15 5.22 5.29 5.34 - 5.41 5.35 5.3
VOLTAGE	 L-N
Phase A 120 170 120 121 lu
Phase B 118 120 121 122 --- 121 120 120
Phase C 120 120 121 122 --- 121 120----12C
FREQUENCE	 CPS 400 Q
D
4
UNIT SER. No. X-2132
	
LTR No. 686	 /^^^f y 6
'68	 MODEL No. 145204-100
	
PARA. 5.1
A-8 A-9 A-10 B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5
i0	 11455 1500 1505 1555 1600 1605 1610 1615
>0 5950 5950 5950 5900 5900 5900 5900 5900
15 15
175
14 830	 A 807 800 798 798
173 178 93 94 94 94 94
3 93 94 94 88 88 89 89 89
80 81 84^ 6
.0 90.8 90.3 90.3 93 93.6 94.5 93.4 _
.2 90.0 89.3 89.9 ^-2.3 93.0 93.8 92.5 92.5
A 89.9 89.8 89.9 92.3 93.0 93.0 92.2 92.5
39 5.39 5.39 5.45 5.19 5.22 5.24 5.19
33 5.34 5.34 5.38 5.14 1 5.19
35 5.35 5.34 5.37 5.14 5.19 5.19 5.15 5_16
L 0----
120 120 120 120 120 120 120 _ 120









Type of Test Oxy gen Expo sure & L.R.T.
Reference Test Request
	 686
Test Engineer	 B.Milota_ 	 Date 10/4/68
Test Cell —
 _E2---a --	 VRun No.	 4	 Bar. Press -
-
 29.30 	 Hg




Power : 3 phase sine wave
Purnp Fluid	 G-O^	 r 	 AW*li'AVt-*




Test Unit Description Destratifi
,7ation Unit
Purpose To determine compatability of unit in high pressure ox L , gen.	 -_
Comments Phase "A" was run to paragr_,iph 5.1 of T. R. 686 with the test fixture
—pressurized to 200 PSIG with G-0 2 . Run time was 15 minutes.
After iLhase "A" the test fixture was_uLqed with G-N andthe lockingr-
-.ftxtttre i n s t X1. 1 e ci_.	 —	 —	 —
The test fixture was then re-assembled, purged with G- N2 & G-Oi
nd^resaurized to 885 PSIG. Run time was 6 minutes 25 seconds for the
—locked rotor tes t.
PPD-923
n
ITEST LOG SH,Pesco Products
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A s 7,(+ ,ter/F1CAfl/a tl Unit
LTR. No "- -6
Aux. Drive
Senior Tech^E,ey,41.ea	 "• F.
Test Cell Ambient Temp. 70 °F
Baro. Press.-2 ,	 Hg.	 PSIA
Total Run Time
T: me Sequence of Events
--
o fuuaAF r&L r^ZAT&1 d 7	 .tom	 e& w/eny
S*fl-4
--
'	 S7 lr/X l7./^c.^C	 ^•C^6.c' l^^irA/




_	 Total A c cu
LOG SHEET
^Type of Test 0?^ A"vv OX	 lelyr
Re%c , APA?A S, O	 . z
Pimp Assembly No.




Date 10 - / 6'?
Unit Ser. No. x-
















Leakage_----_ Cu. In.-,tal Accumulated Grease	 Grams.	 Total Seal
S WAREW Pesco Products	 LOCKED ROTOR TEST
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATI nN 24700 N MILES ROAD. REDFORD,OHIO	 TEST No.	 B2-3-4	 10/4/68
TEST PHASE B-1 B-2 B-3- - B-4 -- B- 5 -- - B-6 B-7	 ^B-f
TIME	 SEC. 0 12 42 72 102 132 162 19;
UNIT SPEED	 RPM 0 0 0 0 0 0_ 0 0
FIXTURE GAS _ _ —
PRESS.	 PSIG 888 890 890 890 890_ 890 891 89'
MOTOR WINDING	 Temp OFi 84	 X96 108 114 118 124121 12'
FIXTURE GAS	 Temp °F 9Y 93 _ 94 94	 _ 94 94 94 94
WINDING TO FIXTURE
AMBIENT	 T	 Temp of 8 3 14 20
I
^24 27 30	 133
MOTOR CASE SKIN Temp °F 83 91 98 102 _ 107 110 112 11l
CURRENT
Phase A	 ma

















FREQUENCY 400 400_ 400 400 1 400 400 400	 _A0
ADO
,/6E y ^^






B-8 B-9 B-10 B-11 B-12 B-13 B-14
! 192 222 252 282 312 342 367
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
891 891 892 892 893 L893 893
1 31 1 2	 ^13127 129 130 3 3 413__
94 94	 194 94 94 94	 194
33 35 36 37 38 39 40
>. 114 114 115 11' 118 119 119
123 123 122 122 122 122 ---
59 11.57 11.54 11.49 11.49 11.49 11.51 -___
120 120 1120 120 120 120 ---
1400 400 400 400 400' 400 400
FRM --- --
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4. 2	 Design Verification Tests
Design verification tests were begun on 14 October 1968. These
tests are divided into two categories: Motor Test and Calibration
Tests. Life testing will be discussed in the next section (4. 3) as
a separate topic.
4.2. 1	 Motor Tests
In addition to the insulation resistance, dielectric strength
and winding resistance tests, which were run on all units
built, unit Serial Number X2133 was subjected to the motor
performance and saturation tests described in Section 6. 1
of TR686. This document is included in this report as
Appendix I. Tabulated test data. and the com posite curve
generated are included at the end of this section.
4. 2.2
	 Calibration Tests
The design verification unit Serial Number X2132 satis-
factorily completed all calibration tests outlined in Section
6. a of the subject test procedure TR686. In all cases, fluid
flow was measured using a calibrated venturi. A typical
calibration test set up is shown schematically as Fi;ure 2.
Photographs of this system are included as Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the entire test assembly prior to installation
in the dewar. An exploded view of this assembly which
illustrates unit installation is shown as Figure 4. These
calibration tests are best discussed in relation to the fluids
used.
During the first liquid oxygen calibration difficulty was ex-
perienced in establishing stable data points. The test system
was subsequently modified. This change, although not
entirely eliminating the problem, substantially reduced in-
strument line percolation and allowed for more stable test
data. Although data point scatter precludes drawing a fixed
head versus capacity curve, sufficient extra points were taken
to assure accuracy.
Hydrogen calibrations were conducted in a manner similar to
the oxygen tests. Data point scatter noted during these tests
2222 WARNER
Pasco Products L . I ',uIN Of BOW , AARNER MRPORA110N
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has about the same magnitude as that shown in oxygen.
All gas phase calibrations were conducted using air as a
pumped fluid. This method was found to be much more
accurate than using either oxygen or hydrogen gas. The
micro-manometers used to measure flow and unit -'-fferential
pressure provided sufficient sensitivity and readability.
Complete calibration daEa arid plots showing unit hydrlulic
performance are provided at the close of this secticn. Out-
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PESCO Pit O( )UGTS DIVISION
Borg Warner Corporation
	 Sheet	 of
Type of "Pest Gaseous & LiClUid_Oxygen
Reference Test Pecluest
	 686
jest Engine, i	 B.Milot a	
—	
Date 10/23,24/68
Tef-.t ':ell	 B4 -3	 --	 Run No.	 1 1.& 12
	
Rar. Press. 29.14 	 Hg
Test Unit Model No, 14 5204 -100	 Serial No. X-2132
Powe r 3 tease sine wayo
Pump Fluicl
_G -O^&
 L02	 ---- - #1xt;xvk
Run Time 73N1in_45Sec . /11Star*s
Test 'snit Description De stU atificatio n Moto r-Impelle r
Purpose To	 testing in G-O Pr 1-0
Cor,ir,:ent
-
-- - -	 Phase r r ., r r WSIS r. a ri JC1_g S ^ a_as,ox} ^ 'L1L to__ z_a9x h Fi	 ] R i l n Tim(.'
_was—two_min a tesL--one_s -t ar t__No data-
Pha s e "I3" run_t--ie was three mir^u ^i_ c` t_aLt_^^n_rlata`—
r OL4 /E 8
—
Pt r, se "A" was a systems check.	 Run time four min utes
__—Phase "_1t" was run__in- _gaseous 02,_no^i1>^,^'s?_ time 	min_	 L1	 4t,-Irt-
------ - -	 ^Sg
rrCrr ^y ^lS-X.1^X1_ l.Xl.._C1: S.E'QIiS-9^s-Il0_^3.t_c^^-r un.-t1me-3- min	 5	 u_t
`—	 _Phase "D" wa s r un i ng aseous_02L no d a ta,	 run t i me 1 min.	 /	 start.
_	 Phase "E" was run	 in gaseous 0^,	 no data.	 run time	 2 min.	 / 1	 start.
---	
_Phase " F" was run in^3scous 02^ no _d ata.	 run time 1 mi n. 	 / 1 start.	 —
Phase "G" was a _syst em ch eck._run time 7 min .Z1start.
—	
Ph asc " H" was a Tim 	 cal ibratio n_i n L02 ,	 r un tim e 4 5 min.	 / 1 start.
Pha se "I" w as - rur! in^^s eou 5 02 after dumping LO P^no data. run
time 10 sec. LI start._	 --__
Phaso "J" ruck	 time	 15	 sec	 1	 start_,_m Q _ Et	 ta•





DIVISI(Dri OF ©ORG WARNER CORPORATION
CRYOGENIC LABORATORY Senior	 /-'-F-
TestSI_!^' °< /^^rCr.-J^?rr^T ^^it S/^/ X- 1 /j7  Cell Ambient Temp.C	 7p ° F
LTR. No. l 	_/,,.7,/	 Baro. Press.	 Hg. /• y/.?/	 PSIA
Total Run Time131V!f1 -/-5 -sE-C•
lli^tF ^ /O-1 3 E /d -.(^^- L-,^	 R i/--^ - i/^^i ^	 r^^_ri n^r^c^ii^ii^n n, y ^!^,r_-•./
Time ^	
T	




1'1_1	 !-/j	 Ry/i za1Z,ART
/_;gin ^T1 ^_Ln^ 3 	— eaAl T/G F_^/^0/%/ // STAR"'	 -
E vim? f" s ^	 /^-;
i7l^
o !
f	 '_2'' L^^1	 ,l^ 7-in . ^^_' 1.£. E	 fl T/) e^)A/F /^Ti lns^irf ^',r .
sld L^l'ur/ ,4	 s ^sr^-r -:^^rrc.^^
_
0 9	 9 ^/^ i?rJ// {j	 Q U<3 Tii' 1
	
3 r^/r/ ^/ STi: "T
	 C / r' O!ii1 -
!/ ^ S	 1? !^<./ C	 iC' rvrlJ T^/:.; F" .S"^ 1i1^/sl%,,'•, ;_ C,/^ „ ,,^
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DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 24,790 N MI! F 3 ROAD Rfr)h:RD OHIO
CALIBRATION LIQUID OXYGEN
TEST No. 84-3-12	 10/24/68
TEST PHASE	 H-1	 H-2	 H-3	 H-'+	 H - 5	 H - 6	 H - 7	 H-
UNIT SPEED	 RPM	 _	 5540	 5540	 5540	 5 540	 5540	 5520	 5520	 55
UNIT FLOW	 GPM _ 	 11.4	 Y11.1	 11.1	 10.8	 10.7	 10.5 --.-10.-6	 1C
?IT FLOW	 11 48	 1	 _ 1,_	 1 4	 1.40	 1,^2 _	 1.
UNIT	 G P	 PSI	 .25	 .27	 .33	 ._41 _	 .45	 .58	 .66 _
 ---
.7




MOTOR WINDING TEMP OF	 -294	 -294	 -294	 -294	 -294	 -294	 - 294	 -2
CURRENT
IP,WE A	 ma	 112.6	 112.5	 112.2 	 112_._5 _	 113.0	 112.9	 113.0_ 11
PHASE B	 ma	 112.8	 1126	 1126	 1126-11	 0	 11
	
112.9- -L
P	 ma	 11 12.6	 ! 112.2	 112.1	 '112.2	 112	 112.7	 112.4	 11
I
POWER
PHASE A	 watts	 4.14	 14.14	 4.14	 4 .15	 4,15 4.-1	 .1
PHASE B	 watts	 4.18	 4.17	 4.17	 4. 19 	4.20	 4.20	 i 4.19	 4.
PHASE C	 watts	 4.09	 4.09	 4.10	 14 12	 4,13	 .14 _	 1
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE B	 208	 208	 S
PHASE C	 208	 1208	 208	 _ 208	 208	 208208	 2(
FREQUENCY	 CPS	 400	 400	 400	 400__400 	400	 400	 4
FLUID INLET TEMP °F	 -297	 -297-2^7	 -2^	 297 -297297	 -
DEWAR PRESS.
	 PSIA	 14.31	 14.31	 14.31	 14.31	 14.31	 14.31	 14.31	 11
LIQUID ABOVE INLET IN.	 13.2	 13.2	 13.1	 13.013.0	 12.9	 1':.9	 12
POWER FACTOR
FOZDQtJT
UNIT SER.No. X 2132	 LTR No. 686 '4" -0, ' 9
24/68	 MODEL No. 145204-100	 PARA.No. 6.2.1
Bar. Press. 29.14 In HA
-7 H-8 H-9 H-10 H-11 H-12 H-13
520 5520 5530 5530 5520 5520 5530
0.6
	
j 10.4 10.0 9.6 9.7 9.5 11.4
.42 1.39 1.34 1.28 1 1.27
r.366 .7 0 .79 .82 .77 .97
.33 1.41 1.60 1.66 1.55 1.96 1
294 -294 -294 -294 -294 -294 - 294




112.7 112 112.8 1 12.6
.15 4.16 1 '
.19 4.20 4.19 4.20 4.20 4.19 4.20
1 4 1 _ - 4115-
a 208 209 208 208
4 -	 -
8 208 208 208 208 20 8 208
0 400 400 400 400 400 400
'.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31
1.9 12.9 12.8 12.8 12.7 12.6 12.6
vvc,- eo7





Type of Test— U n it Calibration
Reference Test Request. 686 Paragraph 6.2.1.
Test Engineer	 B. Milo ta
Test Cell 	 B4 -3 	 _ Run No	 18
Test Unit Model N-).
-
 145204 -100




OxM en	 __ Atx#*T-A-4ve
Run Time 6 9 M in. /2 starts 	ISMII-




	 I t Hg
Serial No.	 X-2132
Test Unit Description Destratification Motor-_Impeller Unit
Purpose To verify_ design by t estier_ in li quid ozy_ge n
Comments ph a se "A" was _a unit calibrat ion us ipq_30" HoO manometers . to re,A
vent uri_P &T)umT /S P. Pump 1s P_ readings were unst'*^1_e, Ryan
Phase "B" was a__ unit^c_alibration usinq^" m^no motP to re ^d
venturi p P, tran sd_ic i>r-; wer e u sed t o read _ump G P. Run time was 44
minutes in one start_





^ICSC a pie IF01 kAs
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION
.1.^rLC_7^--E .1	 ^'- .Un i t











<io 7:r/ .O/ /,? .c/i/nr r
TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
3 ' o
1411)4) /ell









DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 24700 N Mil FS ROAD. BEDFORD. OHIO TEST 
No.	 B4-3 -18 	 11^ 568
J
TEST PHASE B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-6 B-7 B-8
_
I
IT SPEED	 RPM 1 5520 5510 5520 5520 5520 5520 5520 5510 '
IT FLOW	 GPM 12.25 12.20 12.15 12.00 11.95 12.18 12.2R 11.90 11
IT FLAW	 CFM 1.64	 11.63 1.62 1.60 1.60 1.63 1.63 1.59 1.
NIT .p P	 PSI 0 0 .053 .088 .175 0 0 .077
NIT D H	 FT 0 .107 .378 .353 0 0 .156 .t
40TOR WINDING Temp- OF -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 ' -293
CURRENT
RASE A	 ma 112.5 112.2 112.2 112.2 112.9 112.3 113.2 1 113.1 11
RASE B	 ma 112.5 12.5 112.5 112.3 112.9 112.5 113.11 113.4 11
HMLSE C	 ma 112.5 12.2 112.2 112.1 113.0 112.2 112 112.9 11
POWER
RASE A	 watts 4.40 4.40 4.42 4.42 4.41-- 4.39 4.4 3
RASE B	 Watts 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.36 4.37 4.34 4.37	 i 4.37
RASE C
	
watts 4.37 4.38 4.40 4.40 4.42 14.38 4.42 4.43
VOLTAGE L-L
RASE A 208 208 207 207 208 208 208 208
RASE B 208 208 207 207 208 208 208	 ' 208
RASE C 208 P08 207 207 1208 208 208 208
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 00 400 400 400 400 400 A91-9
I	 ° -
EWAR PRESS.	 PSIA 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31 14.31
I UID ABOVE INLET In. 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.4 9.4 9
A f
UNIT SER. No.	 X-2132	 LTR No. 686
/A;r y .^.^
/68	 MODEL No. 145204-100	 PAPA. No. 6.2.1..,
B-8 -9 B-10 B-11 B - 12 B-13 B-14 B-15 B-16 B-17 B-18
5510 5510 5460 5470 5490 5480 5490 5520 5470 5480 5490
11.90 11.60 9.25 7.81 10.30 9.52 10.75 12.30 7.18 9.52 10.75
1.59 1.55 1.24 1.03 1.38 1.21 1.44 1.64 0.96 1.27 1.44
.077 .300 .910 1.140 .585 .805 .543 0 1.150 .788 .438
.156 .606 1.838 2.303 1.182 1.626 1.097 0 2.323 1.	 92 8
-293 293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293 -293
13.1 13.5 114.5 114.5 114.0 115.5 11_4.2 113.2 114.7 114.5 114.2
13.4 113.7 114.7 114.6 114.3 114 9 114.5 113.5 114.8 114.7 114.2
12.9 113.5	 1114.3 114 .4
.	 0
.37 .48 4.65 4.75 4.65 4 4.65 4.35 4 4.65 4.55
.43 .53 4.70 4.70 '.('p
08 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208
08 208 208 208 208 208 208 20
08 208 208 208 238 208 208 208 208 208 208
Q 00 400 400 400 400 400 400 4nn IA00 linn-
- - - - - -291 - -2.97
4.31 14.31 1 1 14.31 14,31 14.31 14.31-



























Type of Test To Verity 1 _ gn -hy_Testing_in LH
Reference Test Request






	 -	 Run No




Bar. Press. As Noted	 Hg
Serial No. h - 2,132




Pump Fluid Liquid Hydrogen	 _ Atuvt*$-yi-Kivve
Run Time 53 hlin./8 Starts
	 *S(4g*
-----	 *I^rl^t>*
Tee'. Unit Description 
D^ > tr_sifi^ation Motgr=Impeller Unit_
Purpose To verify desi(n t,y testing in liquid hydrogen.
Comments Phase L% B & C" was run on_ 11/—1 -- — i  - -- -	 -^68 _and was sl s t errs ChQLJ&--N1.ih_GIIe_
__1 .1J7J^f A	 Phase "A" was a systems checker-3 Mir-L. 	 St_^rt	 F3ar_naetn^	 F^es^_2^14" --
Phase "B" was a rotation check. 1	 Min.	 1	 Start.
Phase "C" was a pump caibration. Run time was	 22 Min./1 Start. 
—& B —" wQCOY-uD—J-a-G112,__I2_h,ljn.12__t.c3Lts 	 Thrrr, ilnc no
-indicats d--chang.e-sn-Px_ess.ux.Q-on-tha-micro-manomet.ers-fox vex = i 2--purip n P
Baron ter nressure 29.40".




LTR. No. GPl //a^z^. ^, 2, .Z
7
Aux. Drive- Total Run Time
Baro. Press._
	 Hg.	 PSIA
ST-MG Posco Products	 ?^.. 	 T F
DIVISION OF BO!tG WARNER CORPORATION
CRYOGL:NIC LABORATORY	 Senior Tech, 511!rl_;IV,11 129 F.	 I/lIITAI''•
, L71et?'/E1L[1L!^^L'
	 ^, t --?13 J _ Test Cell Ambient Temp. 70
i
Time Sequence of Events
!s._ C1, f^/ ,L^l1C!S^t	 /r/-1116?_
—








0735' !/C"^ !^ 7 C^[^^^ /,'?'O ^T i ' , /^4%i',,•.
L	 / .7 ^.-/1 L T r //I^/
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DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION '4 % 00 N MMES ROAD, BEDFORD.ONIO
CALIBRATION LIQUID HYDROGEN
TEST No. B5-4-2	 11/71168
TEST PHASE















UNIT	 W	 P 14.6 14.4 13.9 13.4	 112.7 12.0 10.4 15.
TN	 W	 CFM
_ _ _
1.95 1.93 1.86 1.79 1.70 1.60 1.39 2.0




'UNIT L H	 _ FT 1.06 1.09 1.19 1.26	 1.45 1.56 _1.77
I DING TEMP °^' 16	 1-415 - - -413 - - -
CURRENT 4-
!PHASE A	 ma 105.0 104.8 104.8 104.8 104.8 104.8	 1104.8 104
iPHASE B	 ma 104,-L- 104.2 I U-4-.1-
PHASE C	 ma 10 1
POWER
w at .73 L
P	 r B	 watt .6
.
.6 6_ 6 `
PHASE C	 watts
VOLTAGE L ^-L





208 207 207 1 20, 207 207 _ 207 20^




207_ 207_ 207 207 20;
PHASE C 208 207	 _ 207 1 07 207 20;
I
?RE ►UENCY	 CPS i 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 401
INLET	 °F -4' - -423 _ - - - - -
k
D
D^EWAR PRESS.	 PSIA 14.31_ 14.31 14.3= 14.31 1'	 31 14.31 14.31






UNIT SER No. X2132
	































Type of Test Unit Calibration in LH^
Reference Test Request 68 6 Paragraph 6.2 . 2
Test Engineer	 B.Milota
Test Cell	 B5-4	 _ Run No.	 4
Test Unit Model No.	 145204-100
Sheet	 of
Date 11/26/68
Bar. Press.	 29,28	 it FIg
Serial No. X-2132
1
Power : 3 hase sine wave
Pump Fluid Liquid_yydrogen
	 _*r'
Run Time 36 btintl 4 St?rts^_^
Test Unit Description. Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose To verify des ion by testinounit in LH._
Comments
-
6___, y^tc-mac-hick_ -^va^de toyerif^spPPd
	
	Run tirnt.axio n mr^q
3 min.1 1 start.^^
-A system check was made to set_p^a-^z. R.uat^^' w as_ min—/-.^_-st±_.—
—Plia	 A" wLLs_-a_Ljnj_j c a_ ibx_a_:tj_oS1,_S_un to ar 3gs^ h 6 2 .2 cat T R	 -----
__using 3" inclined manometer to `ecord_pump
	 uffin A P. Run time	 _
Run time was 30 minutes / 1 start.
PPD-923
Rl^
c^, . ► 	 ? s ® piadmu S	 CRYOGENIC LABORATO R Y
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER WRPORATION	 TEST LOG SHEET
!'" . r"r. c: 'r11, . ^ 1071:'- I :'!•'r " " Unit
 
Unit Ser. No. X- x/3,2	 _'/	 J14"w/J-
Date of Test
Lt r. No.
l^n,7n nn^- e.tc fie_	 0,,.^1 i/mot. R tip,/_ [./	 .rt;%fl// J-'.It-t/LATt.
TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
/JOO S	 STi'/:'	 Ct!("C-^C'
	 TD





DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 24700 N M I LES ROAD, BEDFORD, OHIO
CALIBRATI-N LIQUID
TEST No. B5-4-4	 11/26/68
TEST PHASE A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 A-7 A-
UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960	 15960 59
UNIT FLOW	 Gpm 14.1 14.1 12.0 12.9 la 1' 1
UNIT FLOW	 CEM 1.89 1.69	 1 1.60 1 .1. 76 1.86 1.9 2.
UNIT p .050 1 .036 .033 A
FT 1.16 1.26 1.61 1.42 1.32. 1. 16 1.06
MOTOR WINDING TEMP of -417 -417 -416 -416 -416 -416 -415 -4
I
CURRENT
PHASE A	 ma 104.0 104.5 104.9 104.9 105.0 105.2 105.0 1C
,PHASE ma 103.5 104.2 104.2 104.5 104.5	 1104.7 104.6 1C
PHASE C
	
ma 103.8 104.9 104.6 104.7 104.7 104.9 104.8 1C
POWER
PHASE B	 watts . 60 1 .65 .70 . 65 .70 .6:3 68 .i
PHASE C	 watts . 75 .80 . 80 .77 .80 .77	 77 .^
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 210 210 210 210 210 '210 21
PHASE B 208 210 210 AM 210 210 210 21
PHASE C 208 210 210 210 210 210 210
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400
FLUID INLET TEMP °F -423 -423 -423 -423 -423 -423 -423 -^
DEWM PRESS	 PSIA 1 I
LIQUID ABOVE INLET IN. 17.0 16.9 16.9 16.8 16.7 16.7 16.6 11
FACTOR
?w	 UNIT SER. No. X2132
	
LTR 686
1%26/68	 MODEL No. 145204-100
	
PARA. No.6.2.2
Rar. Preas. 2428 Tn.HQ
7 A-8 A-9 -10 A-11 A-12 A-13
50 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960
2.10 1.71 1.75	 11 ,80
.02 0
6 .81 1.48 1.52 1.39	 11.29 1.16
5 -415 -415 -415 -414 -41' -414
.0 105.2 105.5 105.2 105.2 105.2 105.1
4 .6 104.7 105.0 104.7
4 .3 1 10/..8 104.9 104.9 105,1 104.8 10
.70 .70 .72 .72 .70 .65
.17 .85 .80 .85 .80 .77
210 210 210 210 210 210
210 210 210 210 210 1210
_
210 --210 210 710 710
400 400 400 400 1400
1-3 1 -423 -423 -42 -423 -4? -42 3
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	 B.Milota	 Date 11/12,13/68
Test Cell B4	 _— Run No 16 & 17	 Bar. Press. 29.14 &29.4 ` Hg
Test Unit Model No.
	 145204-100	 Serial No. X-2132
^P wer _3 phase sine wavee_
Pump F1uid 0^ 
.& air
	 #k-`z,*.*
Run Tinieg Min. / 5 Starts — U-41
_5	 414. ie*
Test Unit Description— Destratification Motor-Impeller
Purpose
	 j)2a5jqn verification per T.R. 686 paragraph 6.2.1
Comments
Phase "A" was rUn in aseous O	 usin micromanometers to read
--dump _ P & venturi flow,_there was no noticable readings on the manometers.
Run time was nine min. / 1—start.
The dewa.r_was_ evacuated _and pied with filtered air. The m-nometric
luid was changed from distilled wat_r to of-1 with a spscific gravity of 827.
Phases "B" was run_with the unit_in_air & oil in the manometers.
_
No readings were obtained. RUn time was 5 _min. / 1 start'
11/13/68
Phase "A" was run and readiDgs were obtained. Run time was 15 min.
—	 ^ --L
-
Phase "B" was	 a_calib--ation	 in	 air. Run time was	 16 min.	 / 1	 start.










.Unit Test Cell Ambient Temp.
L T R. No. , .Fef" °^X'4 K, -2 ,	 Baro• Press.	 Hg-	 PSTA
1e"
Total Run Time
	 ST F/' -' -S7A5
Time Sequence of Events
/I	 A-iLl IZ 7--ZeZC	 9 A /;,I./	 (,C/O	 -'
nz rrl,(l	 rte!
Z. 2 V 4
de?
2 22 , 1 2 1
0	 121






	---12	 ysF/q ro 1411,'l	 r-,=,




	 Printed by Pesco INHicattans Department I) Col,rig tif 1955 Fknrg - Warner Cnri. .
Pesco Products	 CALIBRATION AIRTEST No. B4-3-17	 11/13/68
DIVISION Of BORG WARNER CORPURAlION 74700 N MILES ROAD BEDFORU,OHIO
	
Air Temn _ 70OF
TEST PHASE A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 -6 A-7 A-
SPEED	 RPM
-
UNIT 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960 5960 59
UNIT FLOW	 CFM 0.99 1.50 1.62 1.64 1.56 1.71 0.98 0_
' 1
109 112 115 118 122 128 1
CURRENT
PHASE B	 ma 95.5 95.0 94.7 94.6 _ 94.5 94.2 94.9 94
PHASE G	 ma 1953 95.5 95.2 95.0 94.8 94.8 95.0 95
POWER
PRASE A	 watts 5.38 5.38 5.42
t
5.45 '5.50 5.52 5.40 5`i
PHASE B	 watts 5.40 5.41 5.45 5.50 5.55 5.55 5.45 5.
PHASE C
	
watts 5.30 5.30 5.34 5.38 5.40 5.45 5.38 15.
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 20
RASE B 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 20
PHASE C 208 203 208 208 208 208 208 20
CPS_FREQUENCY 1400 400 400 400 ,400 400 400 40
r
our






Air Densi t y 0
A-8 A-9 A-10 A-11 A-12 A-13 A-14 A-15 A-16 A-17
5960 5960 5960 5960
1
1 5960 5960 5960 596 5960 596
1.64	 1.55
-	 r	 - i 1.3!- &.f6 0.98- 0.86	 - 'i, i0-0.70 1.64 1.64-
12j 130 131 134 13S 11-36 .136 117
94_ 15 , -a-_
94.9 94.3 94.5 94.2 194. 0 - _
95.0 94.5 94.7 94.5 . 94.5 94.4 94.0 94.0 94.0 94.0
5:475'+40 5 42 4.5 _T
1'; .45 5.50 5.47 5.51 5.55 5.55 5.55
,
5.55	 5.55 5.55
5.39 5.42 5.40 5.45 5.45 5.44 5.48 .42 5.42 5.45
208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 20
208 208 208 208 2t 08 208 208 208 1208 20Q
20_$- 208 2.0
400 400 400 00 40 400 0
^?7^ a7' FTC ^-
"D-W7
- -vim-	 - - - --	
-- ^ - -- ---^- - - _^ -
/: 6^ y. ^y





Life tests were conducted on three specimens; one each in oxygen,
nitrogen, and hydrogen. All testing followed the typical di.ty cycle
identified in TR686, paragraph 6. 3. 4. This cycle consists of 3.0
minutes ON and 0. 5 minutes OFF. Additionally, the fluid phases,
in oxygen and hydrogen, were cycled from liquid to gas as shown in
Table I, TR686. The nitrogen unit ran only in the liquid phase.
Each of the three units accumulated over 225 hours running time and
more than 4500 starts and sto )s. Tabulated life testing data is in-
cluded at the end of this section. Testing is summarized as follows:
4. 3. 1	 Life Testing Summary
Total
Unix No. of Total Run Time
Serial No. Fluid Date Cycles Cycles Hours
X2133 L02 12/17/68 36 36 2.55
X2133 L02 12/18-20/68 914 950 48.25
X2133 G02 12/24-28/68 902 1852 93.35
X2133 L02 1/2 - 1/4/69 901 2753 138.45
X2133 G02 1/6 - 1/8/69 918 3671 184. 35
X2133 L02 1 /9 - 1 / 10/69 452 4123 206.95
X2133 G02 1/13 	 - 1/14/69 453 4576 229. 55
X2139 LH2 1/6  - 1/29/69
 908 908 45, 5
X2139 GH? 1/31	 - 2/2/69 910 1818 91.0
X2139 LH? 2/2 - 2/5/69 906 2724 136.2
X2139 GH2 2/6 - 2/8/69 903 3627 181.4
X2139 LH2 2/8 - 2/9/69 452 4079 204.0
X2139 GH2 2/10	 - 2/11/69 453 4532 226. 6
X2138 LN2 1/21	 - 2/2/69 4433 4433 222. 0








	 Pre-Life Ca? ibration














	 Bar. Press. 29.50	 11
Serial No. X-2133
Test Unit Description_ De_: tratification Motor-Impeller Unit.
Purpose
	 To perform re -life ca libr ation & to d emon strate 225 hours life,
Comments A dry spin was made prior to installation in the dewar to verif
^sReed_and^otaQ^, Runtime was 4__minutes_
Phase "A" was a syst em check r un to set power and check spee d .
Phas e "B" was a unit calibration wh ich was run to araar aph 
time was _21 minutes 45 seconds.
__ P^h1 "C" cvas th2^t	 _of he lime e^tinn, which was run to ar aa rte_
6_3__ofT • R. E,36_, Run time was I_Z6 ijinutes 45 seconds. (36 cycles)
PPD-923
^C' Pesco Products
DIVISION OF BORGWARNFR	 ;'ORATION ;3700 N MIIFS ROAD PEDFORC . OHIO
CAT,TBRAT'fON T,IQUTD nXY(;FN
Test No. B4-3-)9	 12-17-68










































UNIT	 o H 	 FT .515 .955 1	 1.440 1.620 1.733 1.901 1.959 '2.103 1.70'_
MOTOR  WINDING TEMP.°F -304 -304 -304 -303 -303 -303 -303 -303 -303
CURRENT
m




























,PHASE A	 watt3 4.15 4.15 4.15 •4.13 4,15 4.2 4.30
IPHASE B	 watt5 4.30 4.23 4.23 4.20 4.20 4.40 14.40 4.40 4.50
PHASE: C	 watt6 4.15 4.10 4.10 4.05 4,13 4.15
I
4.35 4 34 4.3
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 208 208 208 1203 208 209
PHASE B 208 208 1 209 208 209 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 209 208 208 208 208 20R 203 209 208
IRE UENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400 1400 400 400 400
.OTOR CASE TEMP. 	 °F -294 -294 -294 -294 -294 -294 -294 -294 -294
'.DEWAR PRESS
	
PSI 14.49 14.49 14.49 14.4' 14.49 14.49 14.49 14. x;9 14.4'
LI UIL LEVEL	 IN 11.2 11.2 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.0 11.0 11.0
'CF14	 UNIT SER. No.	 X-2133	 LTR No. 696
12-17-68	 MODFL No.	 145204-100	 Para. 6.2.1.5.
Bar. 29.50 in.hR.
B-8 B-9 B-10 E-11 B-12
5510 5500 5490 5480 5480
9.4 q.3 g.1 7.99.5
1.27 1.26 1,24 1, 08 1.04
1,041 .343 .973 1.066 79
x,103 1.703 1.965 2.153 1.976
-303 -303 -303 1 -303 -303
r-0 114 - 9
---
113.0 113.5 113.5 114.0 114.0
113.2	 1113.5 113.5 114.0 114.0
i











208 1208 208 209 208
208 208 208 203 203
209 208 208 208 208
400 400 400 40() 400
-294 -294 -2 -	 r
14.49 14.49 14.49 14.49 14.49







Type of Test L' feTest L1 uid Phase)





Test Engineer	 B.Milbta	 Date 1 2/38/68
Test Cell —B4-^	 Run No. 20 , 21 , 22	 Bar. Press. 29.39	 1111$
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100 	 Serial No.	 X2133





--- Iii i fi
Test Unit Descri p tion
_Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose_ TQSIe_,gnstrate 225 hours of life testing_
Comments Continued life testing at 0800 Hrs. , and secured system at 2345-j-LrS-
__(270 cycles	 _^	 _
___ 12/1	 8Continued life testing at 08 5 }I;_s,_, Unittp L4LCLUn t i1 90D_C. Iles
have been completed.
12Z201f^8 Securedsystem at 2050 Flrs _^__ " t_his completes tha _jam
	 Q --"7 C es
in liquid oxygen.____








DIVISION O r BORG WARNER CORF':)r?AI ION "4700 N MIt FS ROAD BEDFORD 01110
LIFE CYCLE TEST (LIQUID OXYCEN)
Test N r. . R4 -3-19,20,21,22

















	 MIN 126 330 534 912
5540 556(_ UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5560 5560 5510 5650_
UNIT FLOW	 GPM 10.9 11.0 11.0	 10 jil.0 11.(
UNIT FLOW	 CFM 1.46 1.47 1.47	 10 _-1.47 1.47
UNIT	 A P	 PSI
_
.405 1.535 .34'4.573 .342 .560
UNIT	 A H	 F7`
°°
1	 7 _- .691 X91, _	 11.031 70
-29'MOTOR WINDING TEMP oF -302 tLE -294 -294 -294 -29'
_DL
+- ---- ---- ----- - ^ ^--^-----













PHASE C	 ma ^+ 112
N

































208 208PHASE A	 nx 208 208
PHASE B 208 208
_
209 1208 208 209
.PHASE C 208 208 208 208 209 208
400 400 400 400 400FREQUENCY	 CPS 400
MOTOR CASE TEMP	 O F -294 -294 -294 -294 -295 -29`
DEWAR PRESS.	
=PSI 14.49 1:.44 14.44 14.44 14.32 14.:
LIQUID LEVEL








3R0 423 703 762 930 j 914
^
13:30 _16:00 109-30 12:00 1 16:00 20:50 •
1140^ 1269 2109 22 ,36 2490 2742
X5560 5590 5550 5550 5600 5570
--- --11.0 110.9 11.0 --
1.47 1.46 1.47 -- --- --
.349 .308 .500 .350 405 402
70
-29













4.30 4 , 15 ° 4.25 4,15 4.15 4.15
4.20 4.15
N
G 4.30 4.20 4.20 4.20
14.20 3.95 04 '^ 14.15 14.25 4.05 4 10
201 209 203 209 208 209
208 209 208 204 208 209
20R 208 208 208 208 208
400 400 400 400 400 400
-295 -297 -297 -29'? -297 -297
14.32 14.32 -----fl4.31 14.31 14.31 14.31
















Reference 'Test Request 68 ­6 paragrh 6._3	
—	 —
Tost Engineer
	 g.Milota .	 Date	 12/^4/68	 _





Test Unit Model No. 145204-100
	
Serial No. X2133
Power	 3_p1ase sine wave
Pump Fluid -Casious Oxygen	 "^! ^ -XI3. t",X-
Run Time 45 Hours*`
Test Unit I-i-scription— Destratification Motor—IImpeller Unit
Purpose
	 To demonstrate 225 hours of life testing.
Comments Started life test in G 	 at 1058, completed 5-3 minute cycles.
—seQurgd system at 1115 hours.	 —
St-rtc_d life test at 0830 B4 . _3-24 ,__data point at	 1600 hours.
1127/68 Started life test at 0830_ B4_3-25. data point taken at 1600hours
	 —_
_12128148 Started life test at _0830 B4-3 2`6 secured system at 1315 Hrs. , this —
_c_Qnp. let(,d first 900 cycles in G—O, v _,—
Barametric Pressure in Inches HC






[))Vl')iC)N OF BORGWARNI-P. Wkh)RATiON i l-!Jo N M I I F) K'Af) fit c f Pk 01410




























































































RASE A 208 203 208 208 20 208










 C 208 2






MOTOR CASE TEMP	 F 91 107 140 1
57 14.57EWAR- PRESS.	 PSI .14.36 114.36 114.36
WLDD'Ul RM
PHASE)
	 IINIT SER . No.	 X-2133	 LTR 686	 ^ y 9/
25,26	 MODEi, Ho.	 145204-100	 Para. 6.3.
	
58	 133	 414	 473	 541	 822	 902
11:30 16:00	
— 08 . 30 12:00 16 00	 08;80 13;15
174 _ 399





0	 9-54	 - 950	 5	 40 	 --	 94.4 -5950—	 ---- ---
208	 208	 1206	 217	 222	 220	 227
	
3 7_96.0	 ''	 4^0	 __ ''' __ 43.4_- 93_4
9,L5	 93^- - 3.fl --
	 -
93_7	 .96.0	 92.5,5_ _94.0_ 
_ 1 .0_ _ 93 - 0_N	 N
	
1 cd	 ! cd
	
— — --go	 40	 -- — — — -	 —













	203 _ X 208	
----
208 2083 	 _ ___	 Dom_
	
208 _ 208	 208
	 03	 208 	 209 — 208__
400 _ 400	 400	 0	 490_	 4.
	






Borg-Warner Corporation	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test Life Tes t. Second Liquid Phase)




Test Cell	 B4-3	 Run No. 27,28,29,30	 Bar. Press._ ?9.50	 "Hg
Test Unit Mlodel No.	 145204-100	 Serial. No. X-2133
Power : 3_phase sine wave
Pump Fluid Liquid Oxygen
	
AaX.**Dri,vfa
Run Time 45 Min / 3 Starts`
Test Uni! Description Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose To demonstrate 225 hours of life testing
Comments Started second_ lipid phase at 1010 hour-, 	 ol,,^t	 9	 yrl e^
V Run -t-ime was 4 hour!^	 _mini e;
	
119 Continued second liquid _phazT^t^9QQ_ hours.,_tE r t ni	 ng	 -
_^75 cy^_-es this ^^t day_S_>^^_^1^i.t_thus_.d.o^vn^u^t_Q^1^r..ts^.ca^-Pr^hlPms
with our timers.
_131CZ9___ Started unit— at Q 3Q hQUz5.,_3 41.2x.^_p121Il15_w PrP taken riiirri nq thf,
fi hour shi ft, unit to cQntinij .Q—r1,1-ra i.ug
	
1/4 /69_Securec system at1545 hour, thi_ .C_om42lP.le5_th c sprnn phn-,P	 --
Q  900 cv-ral-es—i.n-1-squisd-jnxy_gen.
PPD-923
^C' Pesco Products
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION ?4,700 N A9 , t FS ROAD BEDFOrD OHIO
LIFE CYCLE TEST (2nd LIQUID OXYGEN
TEST No. B4-3-27,23,29,.30
DATE 12/31/68 & 1/2,3,4,/69
CYCLE No. 1 91 92 143 211 284
TIME OF DAY _
_
_





TOTAL RUN TI M _ M N





















CFM 1.43 1.42 1.40 1.46 1.4+ 1.42 1.44
UNIT	 o,P	 PSI .435 .605 .606 11.555 .573 .566 .559
NIT	 L.	 FT .379 1.2221.224 1.121 1.15 7 1 1 i .12`






PHASE A	 ma ^^-' 114.0 114.0 113.0 113.5 114.0 11_2, 5 112.(
PHASE B	 ma L 114.0 113.5 113 . 0 1113.0 113.5 11 2. 5 1 12.(




-POWER ^' ado as
PHASE A	 watts °Q 4.35 4.25 4.15 `q 4.25 4.20 4.0_5 4.05
PHASE B	 watts 4.40 ': .40 4.30 4,40 4.35 4.10 4.10
,PHASE C	 watts ^^ 4.25 14.25 4.15 4.25 4.20 4.05 ts.05
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 08 208. _ 2	 __2Q9 -
PHASE B 208 208 08 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 08
100
208 20 208 2
FRE UENCY
	
CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400
MOTOR CASE TEMP	 O F -293 -293 293 -294 -294 -294 -294
DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14,49 14.49 14.49 14.52 14.52 14.52 14.5:
LEVEL	 IN
-
LIQUID 11.8 8.5 7.3 '12.0 9.3 12.6 8.8
XYGEN PHASE)	 UNIT SER.No.	 X-2133
	




284 375 376 501 572 780 835 901
20:15 01:34 08:30 15:50 20:00 08:15 11:30 15:20
851 1125 1128 1503 1716 2340 2505 2703
5550 5540 5530 5530 5540 5560 557 55'0^
1.0.8 10.3 10.7 1 10.8 10.8 10.9 10.9 10.9
1.44 1.44 1.43 jl.44 1.44 1. 46 1.46 1.46
.203 .500 .593 .575.559 .303 .330 .210
1.129 1 4 L 203 1. 11
-29 3
ac of


















1	 CO 1 ^






















209208 208 208 20R 208
2 8 20.9 209 208 20.5 _ - Qq
400 400 400 400 400 400 400 44.x_
-294 -299 -300 -300 -300 -296 -296 -296
14.52 14.39 14.38 14.38 14.38 114.41 14.41 14.4 1





Borg-Warner Corporation	 Sheet	 of






Test Engineer_B,Milota	 Date 1/6,7,8 , /69
Test Cell	 B4-3	
_ Run No. 31,32,33	 Bar. Press.	 "Hg
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100	 Serial No,	 X2133





Run Timeu*°li*t*45 h^urs^00 Starts h-^jtl*
Test Unit Description D .,„sI-alii_i^^ MoQr_Imp_[Jt
Purpose
	 To demonstrate 225 hour of life testing.
Comments The second c?as phase ads _stir'-3 _gn 1L(^f2at-0 944
 btiiu s,	 8at^
points were taken durino this 8 hour s-ift. Unit to continue running.
__119_Three_da^oints were ^^ken_]_^r^stg^lh—$_ho_u^_hif^^l^^r to
_ ontinu dunning
^_11_$1_.69.__T_h r ^^_d_^1.^_po ^.nt_s_v,^exe_S^k_en cllzzanc^.t_hi.s_^ ^.^sh; f t 	 S nom, r arl








DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 24700 N MILES ROAD. REDFORD. OHIO
























 015960 5960 5950 5960 5960
Mntnr
 
Winding Temp 130 _- 196 205 — 210 _
Phase A	 ma
—_


















htee G^° 208 208 208 208 208 208
—
GP4 •-+ x ,^ - oc
Frequency	 US 400 400 400
--— —





l6 2385 1550 2754






0 94-0 ALS 02-7
10 5.80 5.85 5.95 -- — - —
10 °N
'5 5.75 5.75 5.85





o rn 208 209
--
t G o0 208 208 208
x .^
600 4L On 6011
132 146 351
r ,y2. vvO 407
 1











Type of Test_ f";f-eTest—^Third_L^u
Reference Test Request-68-6 pax^nx-aib_6,3-
Sheet
	 of
Test Engineer— B.MiloLa----__	 Date 1 /9, 10/69
Test Cell	 B4-3	 Run No.	 34&35	 Bar. Press. 28.92 & 29.23" F19
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100 	 Serial No. X-2133
Power_ 3 base sine wave
Pump Fluid L^uid_ Ox^ger _'^'*	 e
Run Time 22,5 Hr. 450 Starts *Std
Test Unit Description Destratification_Motor -Im eller Unit
Purpose^o demon^frae 225 hours pf Iife testing_






First data_point_ taken at 08' > OHrs Second data 	 int taken at 1200 firs
-





/ w	 Pesco Products
	
Test
DIVISION OF BORG WARNEk CORPORATION 21700 N MII FS ROAD, BEDFORD OHIO Date
Cycle Test ( Third Liquid Ox
No. B4-3-34,35
1/9,10/69









TnLal R m Ti mg 993 117_ 1356___ _.
Speed 	 Rp 0_ 5560 5540_ 5570 5570
















Motor Windin&	 em	 °
Current























































Phase C watts rx -4 4 . 15 a -: 4.25 4.15- 4.05_
Voltage L-L













Frequency	 VP 400 400 __4L0Q 400 400 400
0
Dewar Pressure	 PSI 14.20 14.20 14.30 14.36 14.36 14.36
LiQuid 1jayt-1	 IN 11- 11-2 16-4 17-6 13-3 J
Oxygen Phase)









Type of Test Life Test (Third Gas Phase_
Reference Test Request 686
- P^rac^r^h 6_3.6 __
Test Engineer	 B.Milota —	 Date 1/13,14/69
Test Ccll	 B4=3	 Run No. 36 & 37
	 Bar. Press.29.78 & 29.84' Hg






Purnp Fluid Gasious Ox —en _ti3^3^*
Run Time 22,5 Flrs./450 Starts
Test Unit Description Destratification Motor-Im eller Unit
Purpose To demonstrate 225 F{rs. of life testing.
Comments_ Strarted third as hale at 0850 Ffrs. on I/13 /69 3 data ointSwore
—q-- —P ------	 p
^^Kenhis__te st dam, unit to run till 450 cycles have been completed.
_1LZ4169 Three data points _were taken this test day, completed 450 cycles,
unit_ shut down & test_^stem was secured.
/_
PPD-923
l.i feSCORN . Pesco Products
	
Tes t
01VI$ION OF BORG WARNER CnRV"(1RATION N/a )O N M I I FS R0 AO,8(0F0w,1) nmc) Date
Cycle Test (Tli ird Gas Phase)
No. B4-3-36,37
1/13,14/69
Cycle No.	 1	 51	 95	 350	 396	 653
---	 --	




e-	 Min,----.	 ^—	 -- --
	
r	 118 8	 1359
Unit Speed	 RP	 _______	 950 __	 5960	 5960	 5960	 5960 _	 5960
Motor W inding Temp , 0F _--	 1 4	 4 —	 _--198_ —213	 205--
Phaq e
 A	 -- ---	 42_51-	 =-	 3..5_-	 3-0-
Phase B
	





Phase C	 ma	 00	 9500	 93-0	 92-5 
4—	 N1N	 c1N
1	 1
P^^ A	 _d	 . 95 	 —
P hase  B	 watts	 0O °C	 5 60-15- $0	 0 	 1 0	 x.00 _5.30
Phase B	
^	 s
Pliase A	 209	 208	 208	 208	 1208	 208
- -M­­z08	 203	 208




-	 '1	 114,	 14L6_	 -
- Dewar	 sure	 U
f&hWtfT VE idol












Borg-Warner Corporation	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test pQ^ L e Test_C_^2it^ratio n




_ B^ Milota	 Date 1/15/69
Test Cell	 B,1=3	 ,- Run No. 38
	 Bar. Press. 29.86	 it
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100	 Serial No. X-2133
Power : 3 phase sine wave




Run Time 28 Min./ 2 S tarts	 &
Tes t TTY.[ Description De s trat ification blotor-Impeller Unit
Purpose To perform a unit ealibr_^_cion _after 2 25 I-Irs. of lif e testing!
Comments phase "A" was an instrment &st em check run _ 	im was .L3 mini,t,e_
—	 —_was_a-!_K!L- was--. _umi c alibi- tiorL -mum r a n--misting o f 12 yAr i 0.us




^^^ Pesco Products	 Test No. B4-3-38-B	 1/15/69
DIVISION OF BURG WARNER CORPORATION ;4700 N MILES ROAD, BEDFURD.OHIO 	 After Life Cycle
Test Phase	 B-1 '	 B-2	 B-3	 B-4	 B955	 B-6	 B-7	 B-8	 B-
Unit Speed	 _	 RPM
	
5590 -- 5000 _5590580	 c 5JQQ	 5540	 5550	 5520	 5
Unit F low _—_GPM^^
	
2^3	 92___





4,Q8.8	 8,5—	 8.0z	 7.6 ----6-1
._ -,L073	 2-	 1. 646 LflY 	 L440--1.420----Z,L  
53	 .d	













Phase A	 ma	 111.5	 111.5	 111.	 1lZ Q- 11	 11	 ,Q_113.5-11





111.0	 111.0	 112.0	 111.5	 112.0	 112	 113.0	 11
Power
Phase A	 watts	 3.95	 3.95	 3.85	 3.95	 4,01



















Unit Ser, No. X-2133






B-9	 IB -10	 B_11	 I B-12
-z
i4	 1 304	 1304	 1 304	 1 304	 1	 1	 1	 1	 I	 I










Borg-Warner Corporation 	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test PRE-LIFE CALIBRATION
Reference Test Request
	 686 Para. 6.2.1.5




Test Unit Model No. 145204-100
Date 1/3/69
5	 Bar. Press. 29 .28	 "Hg
Serial No.	 X-2139
Power: 3 Phase_sine wave
Pump Fluid_Liguid Hydrogen` A "tom-Di—;
Run Time 37 min./4 starts 	 S*'^
Test Unit Description Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose To perform pre-life calibration in LH
Comments A dry spin was made
--
 to verify speed and directionof
rotation. Run time 1 min /1 start.
Phase A was apower settin g run. Run time 2 min./1 start.
Phase B was a unit calibration run. Run time 18 min./1 start.
Phase C was a unit calibration which was run to Para 6.2.1.5
of TR o86. Run time 16 min./l start.
l40
PPD-923
CALIBRATION LIQUID HYDROGENS^=Zjpm w Pesco Products
	 TEST No. B5-4-5
D141SION OF b0RGW A RNER CORPORATION 21100 N MILES ROARREDFORD OHIO DATE 1 /3/69	 ,Before Life
ST PHASE B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4 B-5 B-6 B-7 B-8 B-9
SPEED 5870 5870 5870 5870 5870 5870 5870 5870 5871
NIT FLOW
	
GPM 13.2 12.6 12.5 12.3 11.7 11.6 10.3 10.7 13.
__L76_ Lam_ .64 _ 1ta5 1.33 1.43 _ 1.7
NIT	 A P	 PSI .035 .04C .041	 1 .044 .047 .050 .059 .056 .03
JNIT	 AIt	 FT 1.13	 1 1.29 1.32 1.42 1.51 1.61 1.90	 11.80 1.1
MOTOR WINDING TEMP. of -422 -422 -422 -422 -422 -422 -422 -422 -42
CURRENT
A	 ma 109.0 108 108,2 108,2 103.5 108.5 108._ 108.0 108
RASE B_	 ma 107.5 101.0 107.0 107.0 107.0 107.0 106.5 106.5	 1 106
RASE C	 ma 107.5 107.2 107.2 107.0 107.0 107.0 106.5	 X106.8 106
POWER
RASE A	 watts .85 .80 .80 .30 .80 .80 .85 .80 1	 .80
wat 0 _175






















HASE A 1208 208
RASE B 208 208
RASE C 208 208 208 208 208 1208 208 208 208
RE UENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400 400
LUID INLET TEMP.	 of -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -42
EWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 114.41 14.41 14.
 LEVEL	 in
-
LIQUID 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.8 26.
UNIT SER.No. X-2139	 LTR N0.686	 ^^ y'z-s
MODEL No. 145204-100 	 PARA. 6,2,1,5
Life Cycle)	 BARD. 29.34 Icy HG
3 B-9 C-1 C-2 C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6 C-/ C-8
70 5870 5870 5870 5860 5860 5870 5860 5860 5860
.7 1_3.2 13.2 13.0 12.6 12.4 11.7 11.5 10.5 10.1
43 1.76 1.76 1.74 -1 1.68 1.66 _-1.56 --1.54 1 40 1.3^--
56 .035 .035 .039 .040 .045 .047 .052 .059 .063
80 1.13 1.13 1.26; 1.29 1.45 1.51 1.67 1.90 2.03








108.0 108.0 108.0 108.0 108.0 108.2
6.8	 1 106.8 108.5 108.2 108.2 108.2 108:2 108.2 108.2 109.
0 .80 .85 A5 8 8 - 8
.75
5 .85 .90 .90 .90 .85 .85 .85 .85 .90
8 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208
8 208 208 205, 208 208 208 208 208 208
^8 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208
0 400 0 00 0 0 00 00
,24 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424 -424
,.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41 14.41





Borg-ti;'arner Corporation 	 Sheet	 of




Test Engineer	 B. Milota
Test Cell	 BS-4_
	
Run No. 6,7,8, & 9




_ Bar. Press. 28.92	 11
Serial No.	 X-2139
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave
Pump Fluid Liquid _Hvdroc^e_n
	
A 1x, D=  i 41
Run Time 45 hrs./900 starts —`
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose	 To demonstrate 225 hours of life testing.
1/6/69  ___
Comments Started life testing at 1105 hrs. Completed cycles 1 thru 94.
1/13/69	 Continued life testing at 1430 hrs. Completed cycles 95 thru 120
1/28/69	 _Continued life testing at 1508 hrs. Completed cycles 121 thru 908.
Unit ran thru 1/29/69 to complete 1st 900 cycles in Liquid Hydrogen.
PPD-923
LIFE CYCLE TEST i1ST LI(UID PHASE)SEEM* Pesco Products	 TEST No. B5-4-6,i,8,9
DIVISION OF EIDRG WARNER ('.ORP1'RATION 24100 N Wit; ROAD BEMORD.OHw DATE 1/6 , 13
.


















TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN 3 180 360
5970 5970UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5970 5 .970 5970
UNIT FLOW	 GPM 15.9 13.7 13.S 13.8 13.8 13.8
UNIT FLOW	 CFM 2.13 1.83 1.84 1.84 1.84 1.84
UNIT	 AP	 PSI .033 .033 .037 .034 .035 .034
UNIT	 A H	 FT - _ 1.06 1.06	 -- -1.19 _ 1 0 1.13 1






PHASE A	 ma '4 Q^L 2 _1103.0 103.2 1 03_2
PHASE B	 ma .a 103.5 103.0 102.5 102.8 103.0 103.0 oc
PHASE C
	









PHASE A	 watts .70 .70 .70 .70 .70 .70
PHASE B
	 watts . 75 .75 _70 _ 8Q-_ 8 Q 	 _ a$Q___
'PHASE C
	
watt s .75 .75 .75 1. 75 . 73 .73
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE B 208 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 208 208 208 208
FREQUENCY
	CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400
INLET TEMP.	 of -418 -418 -418 -418 -418 -418
DEWAR PRESS.
	 PSI 14.20 14.20 14.20 14.20 14.20 Q_
PHASE)	 UNIT SER . No . X- 2139	 LTR 686	 6t- /. S-f-
MODEL 145204-100	 PARA.6.3.6.
120 121 123 127 407 475 543 806 908
6:00 15:08 15:15 15:30 08:00 12:00 16:00 07:30 13:30
60 363 369 381 1221 1425 1629 24 18 2 724
970 5960 5970 5960 5970 5970 5970 5960 5970
3.8 14.7 14.9 14.8 14.8 14.8 15.0 14.6 14.6_
. 84 1.97 1.99 1.98 1. 98 x.98 2.01 1. 9 5 1.95
.0034 .028 .029 .029 .030 .030 .030 .030
_.09















103-9 103-0 _ _ ^ jn




.75_.75 .70 .75 .75 .70	 _ _ ,75 .70
_ -
73 .30 .75 75 .75__ 7 .15 -_
1 08
--- 28 209- ----- -- ^----
^_-oa cos
208108 208 208 208- 208 _ -
00 400 400 400 400 400 400 __- 400	 _- 400_
18 - - -418 18 - _ - -







Type of Test LIFE TEST (1st GAS PHASE)
Reference Test Request
	 686 Para. 6.3.6
Sheet	 of
1/31/69
Test Engineer	 B. Milota	 Date 2/1 & 2/2/69
Test Cell B5-4	 Run No. 10,11 & 12	 Bar. Press,_	 it
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100 	 Serial No.	 X-2139
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave
Pump Fluid Gaseous Hydrogen
	
-P)4ue.





	 To demonstrate 225 hours of life testing.
Comments 1/31/69 Started 1st Gas Phase at 15:30 hrs.
Unit ran thru 2/2/69	 This completes the 1st 900 cycles
in Gaseous Hydrogen.
PPD-923	 r
LIFE CYCLE TEST (1ST GAS PHASE)
0A8 """"Ep• Pesco Products
	 TEST No. B5-4-10,11,12
DIVISION OF BURG WARNER CURPOkAT]ON . 1 ,00 14 Mil ES, ROAD REDFORD ONIp DATE 1/31  / 69 , 2/1 ,  2 /69
CYCLE NO. 1 3 9 391 395 400
TIME OF DAY 15:30 15:40 16:00 14:30 14:45 15:00
TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN 3 9 27 1173 1185 1200
5970UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5970 5970 59 70 59 60 5970
UN IT FLOW	 GPM
UNIT FLOW	 CFM

































-POWER -- -- an
5.65 5.70 5.70PHASE B	 watts 5.20 5.20 5.20_
PHASE C
	 watts 5.15 5.13 5.15 5.55 5.55 _ 5.55
VOLTAGE L-L
208 1208PHASE A 208 208 208 208_
PHASE B 208 208 208 208 208
__
208
PHASE C 208 208 208 208 208 208
FREQUENCY
	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400









810 813 815 910
22: 30
2730




5970 5970 5970 5970
104 120 144 148
rn
N
98.0 97.0 96.5 97 .0




5.45 5.55 5,65 5	 ^-_ — —_
2H 208 208 208
208 208 208 208
208 8—
400 400 400 400






Type of Test	 LIFE TEST (2nd LIQUID PHASE
Sheet	 of
Reference Test Request	 686 Para. 6.3.6
2/2,2/3,2/4,
Test Engineer	 B. Milota	 Date and 2/5/69
Test Cell	 B5-4 
	
Run No. 13, 14, & 15 Bar. Press. 29.05
'rest Jnit Model No.	 145204-100	 Serial No.
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave.
Pump Fluid Liquid Hydrogen_
	
ALi-.,c,, - Zi=i--e
Run Time 45 hrs./900 starts	 Set-
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose	 To Demonstrate 225 hrs of Lire Testier
Comments 2/2/69 Started 2nd Li- uid Phase at 23:15 hrs.
--- Unit ran until 2/5/69This completes 900 cycles




^^,,,,-,	 LIFE CYCLE TEST (2ND LIQUID PHASE
1\^^ Pesco Products	 TEST No. B5-4-12,13,14,15
UIVISION OF BURG WARNER COH 0,)PATiON 2470G N MMES ROAD BEDFO R D UMIU DATE
	
2/2,3,4, 5/69
CYCLE NO. 1^- - 170 221
14:00
255 374
iTIME OF DAY 23:15 11:05 16:00 22:30
TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN 3 510 663 765 1122 1
5960UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5970 5960 5960 5960
1UNIT FLOW	 GPM 113.9 14.7 13.5 13.5 14.3	 1
UNIT FLOW	 CFM 1.86 1.97 1.80 1. 80 1.91 1
UNIT	 A P 	 PSI . 033 .034 .029 .029 .032
UNIT	 Ali	 FT 1.06 1.09 0.93 0.93 1.03 1
MOTOR WINDING TEMP of -416 - 4 16 - 41 6 -416 -416 (71 -
C4
-
CURRENT N N ' N





r+ 103.6 103.5 103.0 104.0
17
-' 1





PHASE A	 watts .85 .85 .85
.90PHASE B
-
	watts .80 .90 .90
PHASE C	 warts .85 .85 8 3 __
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE B
_
208 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 208 203 208
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400 4
-422INLET TEMP.	 OF -422 -422 - 1422 -422 -
I DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7 1
g^LDOUT BRAS
IUID PHASE)	 UNIT SER.No. X-2139	 LTR 686	 /,j y-^}
,5	 MODEL Flo. 145204 - 100	 PARA 6.3.6.
580 631 682 906
08:30 12:00 15:00 08:00
1740 1893 2046 _ 2718
5960 5960 5970 5710
13.714.5 13.9 14.5
1.94 1.86 1.94 1.33
.034 .032 .03/. 1.032





-404 -404 -404 ^ -408_
N N
16`3.2 10 3. 5 10 3. 2 1 -
^' 103.0 103.0 103.0 '-4 103.0















20 8 	 —IQ8 208
-- —---
--- -
208 208 208 208
208 203 "log
-422 -422 422 -422
14.7 14.7 14.7 14.7




Borg-Warner Corporation	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test
	








Test Cell 35 A-
	
__ Run No. _16 2 17 & 18	 Bar. Press. 29.36	 "Hg
Test Unit Model No.
	 154204-100	 Serial No.	 X-2139
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave
Pump F1uid Gaseous_Hy_dro_gen	 Aji—;,--I}i-i-ue





Purpose	 To demonstrate 225 hours of Life Testi
Comments 276/69 The '.nd Gas Phase was started at 08:30 hrs, and
ran thru 2/F/69 to complete 900 cycles in the 2nd
Gas Phase. Test was done to TR 686 Para. 6.3.6
PPD-923
LIFE CYCLE TEST (2ND GAS PHASE)
Pesco Products	 TEST No. B5-4-16,17,13
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 23 700 N MILES R,, AD, BE DFORD  OHIO DATE 216, 7, 8/69
CYCLE NO. 1 77 128 400 485 519
TIME OF DAY 08:30 13:00 16:00 08:00 13:00 15:00_ _
1 1200 1455 1557
5970UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5960 5970 5970 5970
I





















PHASE C	 ma 98.0 96.3
-






PHASE A	 watts 5.25 5.57 5.60 5.37 5.75 5.75
PKASE I	 watts 5.30 5.70 5.70 5.45 5.80 5.80
PHASE C	 watts 5.17 1 5 . 55 5.55 15.35 5.65 5.65
VOLTAGE L-L
PjLkSE A 208 208 208 208 208	 _ _ 20 8
PHASE B 208 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 208 208 208 208
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400	 _ 400
INLET TEMP.	 of 38 156 57 61 61 61
DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.4 14 .4 14.4 14.4 14.4 14.4
n
'RASE)	 UNIT SER.No. X2139	 LTR 686
MODEL No. 145204-100	 PARA 6.3.6
519 896 898 903
.5:00 18:20 18:30 18:45
.557 2688 2694 2709
i
5960 5960 5960')970
.42 142 143	 1145
N
17.0 97.0 97.0 97.0
17.0 97.0 97.0 97.0
16.0 96.0 96.0 96.0
oa
i.75 5.25 5.25 15.25
).80 S 4 5.40 5.40
').65 5.35 1	 5.35 5.35
!0 8 208 208 208
! 08 208 208 208
1 08 208 208 208
X00 400 400 400
d 67 67 67
_
.4.4 14.4 14.4 14.4 
OUTFRAXM 7-' PPU-407









	 LIFE TEST (3rd LIQUID PHASE)
Reference Test Request
	 686 Para. 6.3.6
Test Engireer B. Milota	 Date 2,8,9/69
Test Cell B-5
-4 	_	 Rur. No. ' 9 & 20	 Bar. Press. 29.46	 it
Test Unit Model No.	 145204-100	 Serial No.	 X-2 139
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave
Pump Fluid Liquid Hydrogen	 Atix--Drive
Run Time 22 5 hrG L459-$ta-rt-^ n
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose
	 To demonstrate 225 hours of Life Testing
Comments 2/8/69 Started 3rd Liquid Phase at 1900 hrs, and ran
thru 2/9/69 to complete 450 cycles, and 22.5 hrs in






^	 LIFE CYCLE TEST ( 3RD LIQUID PHASE
MO" Pesco Products
	 TEST No. B5-4-19,20
DIVISION OE BORG WARNER CORPORAMN 24700 N MIL ES ROAD BEDEOR[) O 1110 DATE 2/8,9/69
CYCLE NO. 1 5 102 238 350 354





1062TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN 3 15 306





14.3UNIT FLOW	 GPM 14.3 14.8 114.3
1^v'IT FLOW	 CFM _ 1.98	 il.98 1.91 1.91 1.91
UNIT	 AP	 - PSI _ 3 .03-
UNIT	 AH 	 FT 1.13 1_13 1.06 1_.06_. 1.06 1.06_.
MOTOR WINDING TEMP °F Q` -403 -406 -395- -401 -403 -40
CURRENT N N
PHr.3E A	 ma 103.0 103.5 104.0 103.0 103.6 103.5
PHASE B
	
ma r+ 103.0 103.5 104.0 N 103.2 103.5 103.5
PHASE C	 ma 102.5 103.0 103.5 103 .0 103.0 103. 2
POWER
Ln
PHASE A	 watts .75 .7 . $^- .85 8
.90PHASE B	 watts 80 .80 .90 .90
.90---
.85PHASE C	 watts .75 .75 .85 .85 .85
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 2 8 208
PHASE B 208 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 203 208 208 208
FRE UENCY
	 CPS 400 400 400 400 400
	
---.. 400
INLET TEMP.	 °F -419 -419 -419 -419 -419 -429
DEWAP. PRESS.
	




UNIT SER. No . X2139	 LTR 686	 f! 6^













-40 _ -410 -409















14.5 14.5 14.5 _J





Type of Te st -	 LI FE TEST 3rd GAS PHASE)
Reference Test Request




B. Milota	 Date 2, 10, 11/69
Test Cell _B 1; -4 	
_	
Run No. 21 & 22	 Bar. Press. 29.58	 "Hg
Test Unit Model No.
	 145204-100	 Serial No.	 X - 2139
Power: 3 Phase Sine Wave
Purnp Fluid Gaseous Hydrogen _ ^1-kW„--D! i-v-e
Run Time
	 22.5 hrs./450 siartsSec
— 
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose
	 To demonstrate 225 hrs of Life Testing.
Comments 2/10/69 Started 3rd Gas Phase at 11:15 hrs, and ran thru
2/11/69 to complete 450 cyc_'es and 22_5 hours of Life Testing.
Test run to TR 686 Para. 6.3.6
rp
PPD-923
LIFE CYCLE TEST (3RD GAS PHASE)
s wmm' Pesco Products	 TEST No. B5-4-21,22















14TIME OF DAY 11:40
24
15:30
TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN 219
UNIT SPEED	 RPM 5960 5960 5960 5950 5960	 15960 59_
o -
N

































PHASE A	 watts 5.55 5.45 5.38 5.75 5.75 5.75_ 5.
PHASE B	 watts 5.60 5.50 5.40 5.80 5.80 5.80 5.
PHASE C
	





















CPS 400 400 400 400 400 400 47
INLET TEMP.	 of 52 52 59 57 57 57 158
DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.3 14.3 14.3 14
ga
(ASE)
	 UNIT SER,No. X 2139	 i.TR 686	 /i'6^' 1!+^.^



























Borg - Warner Corporation
Type of Test
—
	 POST LIFE - CALIBRATION
Reference Test Request	 686 Para. 6.3.7
Sheet	 of
I
Test Engineer B. M ilota	 Date 2/12/69
Test Cell B5-4	 Run N , ). 23	 Bar. Press. 29.06 	 Hg
Test Unit Model No. 145204-7.00	 Serial No.	 X-2139
Power: 3_Phase Sine Wave
Pump Fluid Liquid Hydronen	 °ux D-iv
Run Time 59 min./2 starts	 Sp C
Test Unit Description Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose To perform a unit calibration after 225 hrs. of Life Testing.
Cornrnents Phase "A" was a_ unit_ calibration run consistinn of
14 various flows from minimum to maximum run time. 53 min./1 start__
Phase "B" was run to check the maximum flow point.






^^`"^ Pasco Products	 CALIBRATION LIQUID HYDROGENTEST No. B5-4-23
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORP!IPATON 24700 N MMES ROAO.BEOFORD OHIO DATE 2/12/69
	
(AFTER
TEST PHASE A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4 A-5 A-6 A-7
NIT SPEED	 RPM 5950 5960 5950 5950 595 0 5950 595(
UNIT FLOW	 GPM 11.6 11.8 12.6 13.0 13.5	 13.:8 13.9
UNIT FLOW	 CFM 1.55 1.55 1.68 1.74 1.80 1.84 1.8E
UNIT	 AP	 PSI 003^Q,3--
UNIT	 A H	 FT 1.32 1.48 1.32 1.19 1.06 1.13 1.0E




























PHASE A	 watts .75 .75 .75
-
.75 . 7 5 .75 .75
__PHASE R	 watts 80 .30 80 .80	 _ . 80 80 24
PHASE C	 watts .75 .80 .75 .75 1 .75 .75 .74
VOLTAGE L-L
-
PHASE A 208 208 208 203 208 208 208
PHASE B 208 208 208 208 208 208 203
PHASE C 208 208 208 208 208 208 208
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400	 1 4110 400 400 400 400 400
J INLET TEMP.	 of -408 -1,08 -408 1 -408 -408 -408 -408
DEXkR PRESS.	 PSI 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 1 14.2
LIQUID LEVEL





UNIT SER.No. X-2139	 LTR No. 686 %^F^" y.67
MODEL No. 145204-100	 PARA. 6.2.1.5
(AFTER LIFE CYCLE)	 BARD. 29.06 In HG
A- 7 A-8 A-9 A-10 A-11 A-12 A-13 A-14
i0 5950 5950
	
1 5950 5950 5950 5950 5950 5950
^8 13.9 10.7 14.0 13.9 14.0 13.9_ 13.7 13.2
34 1.86 1.43 1.87 1.86	 1 1.87 1.86 1.83 1.76
L3 1.06 1.71 1.00 0.93 1.06 1.26 1.38 1.4
)2 -402	 i -402 -402 -402 -402 -402 -402 -402
3.4 103.4	 r 103.5 103.5 103 103.7 103.5 103.4 10
3.0 103.1 103.2 103.1 103.1 103.5 103.0 103.2 103.4
L.9 102.7 102.9 103.0 102.4 103.2 102.8 102.9 103.1
5 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75
5 .74 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75 .75
3 208 208 203 208 208 208 208 208
3 208 208 208 208 208 208 208 208
3 208 208 108 208 208 203 208 208
400400 400 400 400 400 400 400
)8 -408 -4 - 0 - -408 -4C - -403
.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3








	 LIFE TEST IN LN2
Reference Test Request
	 686 Para. 6.3
Sheet	 of
Run No. 39 to 51
Test Engineer	 B. Milota
Test Cell	 B4-3
Test Unit Model No. 145204-100
Date 1/21/69 to 2/2/69
Bar. Press. 29.44	 "Hg
Serial No.	 X 2138
Power 3 phase sine wave
Pump Fluid Liquid nitrogen 	 Aiix L?rix.p
Run Time 22L6S hrs L,4 3 starts
Test Unit Description	 Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose_
	
To demonstrate 225 hrs. of life testing in Liquid Nitrogen.
Per. -Mil-P-27401-A
Comments Started life testing at 1120 hrs. on 1/21/69. Unit ran thru
2/2/69, at which time the unit was shut own.
A total of 4440 cycles have been made as of this date.






Borg-Warner Corporation 	 Sheet	 of
Type of Test	 LIFE TEST IN LNG
Reference Test Request	 686 Para. 6.3
Test Engineer	 B. Milota	 Date 2/6/69
Test Cell B4-3	 Run No. 52	 Bar. Press. 29.26	 rr Hg
Test Unit Model No 145204-100
	
Serial No. X 2138
Power: 3 phase sine wave
Pump Fluid Liquid Nitrogen	 =6 ­ 4^ P iv
Run Time 4.25 hrs./85 starts	 -Se-e-
—	 Mip
Test Unit Description Destratification Motor-Impeller Unit
Purpose
—
 To complete 225 hrs. of life testing in LN
Comments Started unit at 1500 hrs. Unitshut down at 2000 hrs,
This completes 225 hrs. of life testing in LN2
PPD-923
LIFE
^DC' Pesco Products	 TEST




CYCLE NO. 1 47 79 313 381 440
TIME OF DAY
TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN
11:22 14:05 16:00 08:00 12:00 15:30
13203 141 237 939 1143
UNIT SPEED_	 RPM _ 660 5680 5680_ 5710 5710 5710
CURRENT
_ .^PHASE A	 ma 5 0 09 •0 ,. Q




































































FREQUENCY	 CP S 400 400 400 400 400
DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14.5 14 ^_
-.











682 741 813 1051 1114 1186 1556
03:00 1.1: 30 15:45 08:00 11:45 16:00 16:00
2046 2223 2439 3153 3342 3558 4663
5710
	
15670 5670 5700 5700 5670 568
E09.5 109 1Ll-0
109.5 109.2 109.2 103.8



















_ `n ° 3.05 3.30 3.25 _1 ° 3 .13 3.45 3.35
Ct]	 C1a GCS pq CA
Boa 2^a 20,E 2os 2os 2oa 2
208 208 20 a 203 208_ 208 208_
208 208 208 1 208 208 208 208
40Q 400 400 1




^C' Pesco Products LIFE CYCLE TEST (LN2)TEST No. B^-3-44,45,46,47,1:8
DIVISION OF BORG WARNER CORPORATION 2470 n N MII FS ROAD. PE DFORn OHIO DATE 1/26  , 27 , 28 , 29 , 30/69
T
CYCLE NO. 1900 2197 2290 2298 2558
TIME OF DAY 14.30 08:00 13 . 30 14:00 03:00 1
TOTAL RUN TIME	 MIN
_
5700 6537 6870 6894 _ 7674 7















PHASE C	 ma 111.0 108.2
-





















i PHASE C	 watts 3.30
Cn
3.15 3.10 3.25 1	 ry, 3.:8
Ki
00 ^ oa vo	 as
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 208 208 208 208 1208
PHASE B 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 208 208 20A
FREQUENCY	 CPS 400 400 1400 400 _ 00 4
DEWAR PRESS.	 PSI 14.5 14 .7
S	 14.5 IN. ABCVEI NOTE: MINIMUM LIQUID LEVEL IIMLE
U^FRAIN _ _







PARA . 6^ io







08:00 12:00 14:00 09:00 12 . 00 16.00
7674 7878 7980 8835 8988 9165 9891 10146	 110299
5660 5720 5730 5670 5670 5670 5700 5710 5660
ADM 09.5 10 19- 5 109.0 108.0
X08.8 109.0 109.0 109.5 109.5 109.0 _ 108.0 108.0 108
108.5 108.5 109.5 1109.0 109.2 108.5 1.Q 107.5 107.7 108.0
rnC-1 o -^+r, _
3 15 3.10 3.15 N 3.3 5 3,35 3.20 N 3,10 05 0
3.20 13.20 3.15 3.30 3.30 3.20 3.00 1 3.00 3.20 -





208 208 208 208 208 208 208 20
-2-08 
208 208 208 208 208 208 2D8 208	 _ 208
208 208 208 1208 208 208 208 208 208






^-	 LIFE CYCLE 'PEST (I.N2)
^ Pesco Products
	 TEST No. B4-3-49,50,51,52
DIVISION OF BURG WARN! R CORPORATION ?470() N Mll f 5 ROAD. BE
 L J ORD r,Hlo DATE 1/31/69p2/102/69,2/6/69





ITIME OF	 Y	 -___ ._ _































-4 h - N
PHASE A	 watts N 3.15 3.35 3.31_ 3.25 3.25 1	 3.25
PHASE B	 watts T 3.00 3.30 3.3_0_ `^ 3. 3 0 3.30_ 3.30 `;'__
PHASE C	 watts 1 a°4 3.05 3.35 3. 25 ^' 3.25 3.25 3.25
VOLTAGE L-L
PHASE A 203 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE B
_
208 208 208 208 208 208
PHASE C 208 208 208 203 208 208
CPS
-
FREQUENCY 400 400 400 400 400 400
14.5 -DEWAa PRESS	 PSI 14.6 14.3 14.6 14.5 14, 5 _
NOTE: 14INIMUM LIQUID LEVEL WAS 14,5 IN ABO' INLET
UNIT SER.No. X-2138
	









.145 14.30 14 . 45 15 . 00 2 2.100 2000 --
504 12906 12918 12930 13239 13302 13326 13554












9.0 108.0 110.2 110.1





25 3.05 3.03 0
30 `;' 3.10 3.10 3.10
_
;' 3.50----3. 50 3.50
25
,a
3.05 3.01 3.05 3.35 3.37 3.35
8 203 208 203 208 208 208
8 208 208 208 208
208
208 208
8 208 208 203 208 208
4000 400 400 400 400 400
NL.ET NOTE: TOTAL TNNING
TIME 14AS 225.9 HOURS
vv«r





Acceptance tests were conducted on all shipper units except Serial
Number X2132 which was shipped cleaned but in ''as is'' condition
after development testing. Shipper units were tested in liquid
nitrogen only. Testing proceeded according to Pesco Test Procedure
TR693. This test procedure is included as Appendix I1. All of the
shipper units successfully passed all paragraphs of this test document.
BORG WARNER






The quality control function at Pesco has participated in all phases of the
destratification motor-impeller program, from the initial contract review
through delivery of completed units.
During the design phase cf the program, Quality Control and Design Engineer-
ing coordinated their activities closely.
Later, Quality Control participated in the preliminary design review which
was held at Pesco, March 2^, 1968. The results of this design review were
published in Technical Mem )r p ndum No. 2740.
Cleaning procedures, Number QC-110-6 and QC110-8, were prepared, based
on NASA spe-ification MSFC-SPEC-164, and submitted as part of monthly
progress report Number 1.
A Quality Control program inspection plan was prepared and submitted to
NASA. This docuirnent outlined Quality Control Procedures acid Controls for
each manufacturing, inspection and test area.
As drawings were released, Quality Control coordinated with Manufacturing-
Engineering in the preparation of the work order and routing forms (Process
and Planning) to be utilized on this program.
Pesco Reliability and Quality Control conducted a critical characteristic re-
view. The results were published in monthly progress report Number 4.
In general, it is felt that all the Pesco departments involved worked closely
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SECTION 6.0
RELIABILITY
Since the initiation of the pro t ect, or March 5, 1968, Pesco Reliability
Department was involved in the following activities on the destratification
motor-impeller unit, Pesco Model No. 145204-100:
March 19, 1968
Prelirilinary reliability mathematical niodel, in accordance with exhibit
"B', paragraph 2. 3 of Contract NAS9- 7 770. The inherent reliability of the
motor-impeller unit was estimated to be 49, 600 hours MTBF. (Pesco
Engineering Report No. 5279 dated March 19, 1968)
March 29, 1968
Preliminary design rev i e — was held prior Lo the detailing of parts and sub
asseiY. b lies, The mee:ir .	 as attended by Engineering, Desi g n, Metallurgy,
Quality Control, and Reliability. (Pesco Tec.,nical Merr orandurn No. 2 740
dated April 9, 1968)
Mai' 22, 1,168
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis was co-npleted in accordance with exhibit
I 'B" paragraph 3.4 of Contract NAS9-777 J. This deals with all the components
and subassemblies of the unit: their failure modes. effects of these failure
modes at the unit level and the design features which should compensate for
the above failure modes and effects. (Pesco Engineering Report No. 5299
dated May 22, 1968)
June 24. 1968
Critical dimension; analysis waF co, ducted by Reliability in association with
Quality Control. (Progress Report No. n dated June 24, 1968)
S
ao^u ^VAANER




Final Failure Rate, and Failure Modes and Effects Analysis was prepared in
accordance with exhibit "B" paragraph 2. 3 of Contract NAS9-7770. The in-
herent reliability of the unit was estimated to be 59, 170 hours MTBF. The
critical items according to the analysis are listed as follows:





Lnpeller	 Gall and Seizure
Stator Assembly	 Shorted or Grounded Windings
Pesco has recorded a total run time of about 700 hours and 13, 765 starts oil
nine centrifugal pumps, and has recorded no failures on any components of the
units. Three of these units have recorded a total run time of 230 hours each.
The tests consisted of all possible fluid media of hydrogen, nitrogen and
oxygen The temperature cycling was about 600°F in magnitude, and none of
the critical. items listed above showed any signs of deterioration.
Pesco intends to update the failure rates of the above mentioned critical items
if any field data is made available to them.
g^
BORG WARNER
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COMPOSITE EST PROCEDURE
PESCO MODEL 145204- 100
D,'-STRA'; IFICATION MOTOR-IMPELLER UNIT
Prepared bJ	 ^,'	 G,,,	 Ti.*.le	 Sr. Development Engineer
.J^. Hamm
Approved by '
	 /^.^`^"^^,-ti^^ Title Manager - Cryogenics
L,	 chafer	 \\	 and Pneumatics
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1.0	 SCOPE
This document specifies the testing and test methods to be used in
determining compliance of Pesco Modei 145204 Destratification Motor-
Impeller unit with the requirements of NASA Contract NAS 9-777U.
	
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 National Aeronaatics and Space Administ ration Negotiated
Contract No. NAS 9-7770, Exhibits A and B.
2. L	 Pesco Products Division of Borg-Warner Corporation
Proposal for Design, Fabrication and Design Verification. Testing of a De-
stratification Motor-Impeller Model 145204-100.
2.3 Pesco Products, Divi siun of Borg-Warner Corporation
Drawing Num'-er 145204-100, unit outline and assembly destratification
motor-impeller.
3.0	 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
3.1	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation,
Quality Control Measuring Device Manual No. 1002.
3.2	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation_,
Quality Control Procedure for Precision Cleaning of Liquid Oxygen, Liquid
Hydrogen and Liquid Helium Components for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipment, QC-110-6.
3.3	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation,
Quality Control Specification, Packaging of Precision Cleaned Liquid
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3.4	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-`.Varner Corporation,
Quality Control Procedure, Packaging Procedure for Liquid Hydrogen and
Liquid Oxygen Pumps, QC 110-15.
4.0	 GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
4.1	 Prior to start of testing, provide visual inspection of the
unit. Note any discrepancies of unit on test report,
4.2	 Evacuate test systems to less than 2 mm Hg for 30 minutes
minimum prior to propellant filling.
4.3	 Start all recorders prior to starting unit.
4.4	 All instrumentation shall be maintained in calibration
according to MIL-C-45662A, Military Specification, Calibration System
Requirements, and Pesco Document Measuring Device Manual 1002.
4.5	 All test -uns shall be included and suitably identified in
the test report.
4.6
	 Notify NASA resident representative and Pesco quality
control engineering at least four (4) hours prior to star of test ng.
4.7
	 Notify Bedford engineering prior to discontinuing any test.
4.8	 Re-run of any questionable test sequence is permissible
at the discretion of the test engineer with prior approval of t'.e project.
engineer.
4.9	 Failure Discrepancy Reports shall be initiated by the Perry
Laboratory as required.
4. 10	 Units shall be stored in shipping containers when not in-
























4. 11	 Aporoved lint-r- _c gloves shall be worn at all times when
installing or handling test units.
4. 12	 Electrical input to unit for all test phases to be as follows:
Current-sinusoidal alternating
	 Power 35 watts maximum
Frequency 400 t 15 Hz
	
Phase to phase voltage 208 t 2 v ac
Number of Phases 3	 Phase to neutral voltage 120 t 1 v ac
5.0	 OXYGEN EXPOSURE TESTS
5.1	 Operational Testin
5.1. 1	 Mount the unit in the 500 in 3 high pressure test fixture,
Figure 1. This operation to be performed in the Perry Laboratory controlled
environment bench.
5. 1.2	 Pressurize the sealed test fixture to a pproximately 5 psig
using filtered nitrogen gas per MIL-P-27401, Type 1. 	 .
5. 1. 3	 With the unit installed in the high pressur , test fixture,
connect the fixture to system as shown in Figure 2.
5.1.4	 With unit installed and instrumented per Figure 1, pres-
surize the fixture to 100 psig using nitrogen gas as in 5. 1.2.
5. 1. 5	 When it has been determined that the test system is free
from leaks, vent fixture internal pressure to atmospheric.
5.1.6	 Using high purity oxygen gas per MIL-P-25508C purge the
test fixture and system for 5 minutes at a lov e
 gas flow rate.
5. 1.7	 Close system vent and slowly raise fixture internal
pressure to approximately 800 psig while continuously monitoring fixture
temperature.
CTS
J ae rospacee 4 ui mcntP	 ^^ _^
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f
	5. 1.8	 Stabili :e fixture internal ten t er^ture at 90 t 5°F using




Bring system to test equilibrium. conditions of 90 t 5°F
and 885 ± 5 psig (x-00 t 5 psia).
	
5. 1. 10	 Apply input power to the unit per Para. 4. 12, and operate
until motor %winding temperatures stabilize or until 60 minutes running time
is accumulated.
	
5. 1. 11	 At conclusion of test slowly vent fixture to atmospheric
pressure and purge with nitrogen gas for 5 minutes.
	
5. 1. 12	 Record and/or tabulate the following date at start, shut-
down and at 5 minute intervals during test:
a) Unit speed	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b) Motor winding temperatures
C) Fixture internal gas temperature
d) Input. voltage (3 phases) . . . . . .
e) Input current (3 phases) . . . . . .
f) Input power (3 phases) . . . . . . .








5. 1. 13	 Data package to be supplied by Perry Lab
a) Technician log and test record sheets
b) Tabulation of all parametric measurements in 5. 1. 12
c; Plot of winding temperatures and current versus time
d) Calculate power factor at one typical data point
5.2	 Locked Rotor Testin
5.2. 1	 With the unit shaft locked to prevent rotation, assemble the
high pressure test fixture and prepare the test system as in paragraph 5. 1. 1
through 5. 1.9.
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5.2.2	 Apply input power to unit as per paragraph 4. 12, and
monitor motor winding temperatures continuously until either temperature
indication reaches 225°F.
CAUTION:	 Provisions must be made to automatically
interrupt input power if either winding
temperature exceeds 250°F.
5.2.3	 At conclusion of test, vent fixture to atmospheric pressure
and purge with nitrogen gas for 5 minutes.
5.2.4	 Continuously record the following parameters:-
a) Motor winding temperatures 	 OF
b) Fixture internal gas temperature (1) OF
5.2.5	 Read and tabulate the following parameters at 30
second intervals:
a) Input voltage (1 phase) vac rms
b) Input current (1 phase) amps rms
C)	 Input power (1 phase) watts
5.2. 6	 Data to be supplied by Perry Lab -
a) Technician log and test record sheet
b) Tabulation of all parametric measurements in
paragraphs 5. 2. 4 and 5. 2. 5 at 30 secor d
intervals.
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6.0	 DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTS
6. 1	 Motor Tests (Electrical Laboratory - Bedford) (These tests
to be performed at standard laboratory conditions)
6. 1. 1	 Insulation Resistance - Apply 500 t 50 v do between all
motor windings and ground. Insulation resistance shall be greater than 100
megohms. Record results on data sheet.
6. 1.2	 Dielectric Strength - Apply 1000 t 100 v do between all
motor windings and ground for 1 minute then apply 500 f 50 v ac at o0 Hz
between all motor windings and ground for 1 minute. Current leakage shall
not exceed 1. 0 ma. Record results on data sheet.
6.1.3	 Winding Resistance - Measure and record the DC re-
sistance of all motor windings at room temperature. Individual winding
resistance shall not exceed 750 ohms when measured to neutral.
6. 1.4	 Performance Test - With the unit at room temperature
measure output and input and record results on test data sheet.
6. 1.5	 Saturation Test - Perform saturation tests per directions
o.. electrical engineering.
6.2	 Calibration Tests
6.2. 1	 Gaseous and Liquid Oxygen Tests
6.2. 1. 1 Mount the test unit in a suitable oxygen test system per
Figure 3.
6.2. 1.2 Evacuate the :a ssembled test system to less than 2 mm Hg
for app roximately 30 minutes to eliminate air and moisture.
6.2. 1.3 Raise system internal pressure with oxygen gas, per MIL-
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6.2. 1.4
	 With the system throttling device full open, apply power
to the unit as per paragraph 4. 12.
6. 2. 1.5	 Perform a calibration test by varying throttle position in
approximately 10 increments from full flow to zero flow. Add additional
calibration points as required to obtain sufficient data to produce a smooth
head versus capacity curve. Head and flow ra ge will be measured with water
inclined manometers.
6. z. 1. 6	 At conclusion of gaseous oxygen test, fill test system with
liquid oxygen per MIL-P-25508C to a level of 12 inches above the unit inl,.t
tube.
6. 2. 1. 7	 Repeat calibration per paragraphs 6. 2. 1. 4 through 6. 2. 1. 5.
6.2. 1.8	 Secure test system according to Perry Laboratory standard
operating procedures.
6.2. 1. o, 	 Exercise caution when removing unit from test system to
assure unit temperature is approximately equal to test cell ambient.
NOTE:	 It is permissible to repeat gas phase calibration in
ambient air to obtain - :.:-- accurate head versus
capacity curves.
6.2.2	 Gaseous anct Liquid Hydrogen Tests
6. 2. 2. 1
	 Mount the test unit in a suitable hydrogen test system
per Figure 3.
6. 2. 2. 2	 Evacuate the assembled test system to less than 2 mm Hg
for approximately 30 minutes to eliminate air and moisbure.
6.2.2. 3	 Raise system internal press ire with hydrogen gas, per
MIL-P-27201, to 5 psig, and then vent to one atmosphere.
6.2.2.4	 With the system throttling device full open, apply power
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6. 2. 2. 5	 Perform a calibration test by v crying throttle position
in approximately 10 increments front full flow to zero flow. Add additional.
calibration points as required to obtain sufficient data to produce a smooth
head versus capacity curve. Head and flow rate will be measured with
inclined water manometers.
6. 2. 2. 6	 At conclusion of gaseous hydrogen test, fill test system
with liquid hydrogen per MIL-P-27201C to a level of 12 :nchcs above the unit
inlet tube.
6. 2. 2. 7
	 Repeat calibration per paragraph 6. 2. 1. 4 through 6. 2. 1. 5.
6.2. 2.8
	 Secure test system according to Perry Laboratory standard
operating procedures.
6. 2. 2. 9	 Exercise caution when removing unit from test system
to assure unit temperature is approximately equal to test cell ambient.
NOTE:	 It is permissible to repeat gas phase calibration in
ambient air to obtain more accurate head versus
capacity curves.
6.2. 3	 Record and/or tabulate the following data at start, shut-
down, and at each stabilized calibration point in paragraphs 6. 2. 1 and 6. 2. 2:
a) Unit Speed	 .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
b) Motor winding temperature . . . . . . . .
c) Unit fluid inlet temperature . . . . . . . .
d) Input voltage (3 phases) . . . . . , . . . . .
e) Input current (3 phases) 	 . . . . . . . . . .
f) Power supply frequency . . . . . . . . . . .
g) Input power (3 phases)	 , , . ,
h) Motor starting current (I phase) . . . . .
i) Unit flow rate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
j'
	 Unit head rise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
k)	 Dewar pressure ,,,,,,,,,,.,.,
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6.2.4	 Data. Package to be Supplied by Perry Laboratory
a) Technician log and test record sheet
b) Tabulation of all parametric measurements
recorded during calibration tests
C)	 Plot of hear-capacity for each calibration test
d) Plot of motor winding temperature and current
versus time
e) Power factor, calculated at design flow point in
each fluid
CAUTION:	 Provisions must be made to automatically
interrupt input power motor winding
temperature exceeds 250°F.
6.3	 Life Tests -
6.3.1	 Mount two units, one in the oxygen test system, the
other in the hydrogen system. Test setup to be per Figure 3 for both
systems.
6. 3.2	 Life testing shall be performed on two units simultaneously,
one in oxygen, the other in hydrogen. Fluid phase will be alternated during
test per Table I, so as to provide equal accumulated test time in gas and
liquid.
6.3. 3
	 The life test shall consist of 225 hours total operating
time and 4500 start-stops on each unit.
6. 3.4	 A duty cycle of 3. 0 minutes ON and 0. 5 minutes OFF
shall be maintained semi-automatically during all life testing.
i
eo^VJIAR+^^ CI	 1
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6.3.5	 Provide a unit calibration, in the liquid phase only, per
applicable sections of paragraph 6. 2, prior to start of life tests.
6. 3, 6	 Following the pre-life test calibration, and with the test
systems throttling valves in the full open position, perform a life test pe
Table I.
TABLE I
Fluid Number of Hours Hours
Phase Duty Cycles Running at Rest
Liquid 900 45.0 7.5
Gas 900 45.0 7.5
Liquid 900 45.0 7.5
Gas 900 45.0 7.5
Liquid 450 22.5 3.75
Gas 450 22.5 3.75
Totals 4500 225 37.5
6. 3. 7 At the conclusion of life testing, pErt'orm a post-life
test calibration, in liquid phase only, or each unit per applicable sections
of paragraph 6.2.
6. 3.8	 Due to the extent of life testing, an absolute minimum
of data points are to be recorded. Recora and tabu'_°.te three data points
per test day for all parameters listed in paragraph 6. 2. 3.
6.3.9
	
Data package to be supplied by Perry Lab for each
life test unit.
a) Technician Log
b) Test record sheet
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6.3. 10	 Mount a third unit in a suitable test system for
liquid nitrogen testing.
	
6.3. 11	 The life test shall consist of 225 hours total operating
time while submerged at all times in liquid nitrogen.
	
6. 3.12	 The duty cycle specified in 5. 3.4 shall be maintained
un*:1 4500 start-stops are accumulated.
	
6.3. 13	 Data for this unit shall be the same as that taken for
the oxygen and hydrogen units except no measurement of unit output flow or
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No.	 TR 686
LIST, INSTRUMENTATION, COMPOSITE
Parameter Instrument System Re-
Measured Make & :Model Range Accuracy corder
Type
Unit Speed Electro Products 0-6000 rpm :0. 3%FS SMX
721915A
Oxygen Liquid Level Statham Model :2, 5 psid :0. 67oFS SMX
PM280TC
Hydrogen Liquid Level Statham Model :0.33 psid :0. 6%FS SMX
PM5TC
Oxygen Unit LIP Statharz Model :3. 0 psid :0. 6% SMX
(liquid) PM280TC
Hydrogen UnitL. P StathaJn Model :0. 5 psid :0. KFS SMX
(liquid) PM96TC
Dewar Pressures Ashcroft -30"Hg to 30 psig ±5.0% FS Visual
Oxygen Flowrate Statham Model :2. 5 psid :0. 6%FS SMX
(Orifice LP) (liquid) PM280TC
Hydrogen Flowrate Statham Model :0. 15 psid :0. 676FS SMX
(Orifice LP) (liquid) PM283TC
Input Voltage Weston-Model 433 0-150 v ac :0.75%FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-1000 cps)
Input Current Weston-Model 433 0-30u j i,50 ma ±0. 75%FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-500 cps)
Input Power Weston-Model 432 0-20/10 watts :0.5%FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-1000 cps)
Power Supply Vidar Model 904 350 to 450 Hz :0. 3%FS SMX
Frequency 500 Hz
Oxygen Unit Inlet Temp. Cu/C thermocouple -75 to +200°F :1. 5°F SMX
Ambient Tests Probe
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Parameter Instru.^ient
Measured Male & Model
Hydrogen Unit Inlet Cu/C Thermo-
Temp. -Ambient Tests couple Probe
Hydrogen Unit Inlet Rosemont Model
Temp. -Liquid Tests 152T21A
Motor Winding Temp. Cu/C Thermo-
(2 on each motor) couple Probe
Oxygen Gas Fixture Cu/C Thermo-
Internal Temp. couple Probe
Oxygen Gas Fixture Taber Model 176
Internal Pressure
Oxygen Unit L P Meriam Model
(Gas) 40GE4
Hydrogen Unit ti P Meriam Model
(Gas) 40GE4
Oxygen Flowrate Meriam Model
(Orifice L P)(gas) 40GE4
Hydrogen Flowrate Meriam Model
(Orifice,6 P)(gas) 40GE4






-75 to +200`F	 f1. 5°F	 SMX
-415 to -425°F f0.3%FS	 SMX
-75 to +200°F	 fl. 5 O F	 SMX
-75 to +200°F	 fl. 5 0 F	 SMX
0-1000 psig	 t0, 6%FS	 SMX
0-1 in water	 f 1 %FS	 Visual 1
0-1 in -slater	 1 %FS	 Visual
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• ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURE
PESCO MODEL 145204-100
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1.0
	 SCOP E
This document specifies the testing and test methods to be used in
determining low temperature operation and electrical characteristics of
Pesco Model 145204-100 De stratification Motor-Impeller Unit. This pro-
cedure applies to additional units not covered in original Composite
Procedure TR 686.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
2.1	 National Aeronautics and Space Administration Negotiated
Contract No. NAS 9-7770, Exhibits A and B, and as amended by supplemental
agreement.
2.2	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner r orporation Drawing
Number 145204-100, unit outline and assembly destratification motor-
impeller.
3.0 REFERENCE DOCUMENTS
3.1	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation Quality
Control Measuring Device Manual No. 1002.
3.2	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation,
Quality Control Procedure for Precision Cleaning of Liquid Oxygen, Liquid
Hydrogen and Liquid Helium Components for Space Vehicles and Ground
Support Equipm,-nt, QC-110-6.
3. 3	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation,
Quality Control Specification, Packaging of Precision: Cleaned Liquid
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3.4	 Pesco Products, Division of Borg-Warner Corporation,
Quality Control Procedure, Packaging Procedure for Liquid hydrogen and




4.1	 Prior to start of testing, provide visual inspection of the unit.
Note any discrepancies of unit on test report.
4.2	 All instrumentation shall be maintained in calibration according
to MIL-C-45662A, Military Specification, Calibration System Requirements,
and Pesco Document Measuring Device Manual 1002.
4.3	 All test runs shall be included and suitably identified in the
test report.
4.4	 Notify NASA resident representative and Pesco quality control
engineering prior to start of testinb.
4.5
	
Notify Bedford engineering prior to discontinuing any test.
4.6	 Failure Discrepancy Reports shall be initiated as required.
4.7	 Units shall be stored in shipping containers when not installed
in test systems.
4.8	 Total running time on any unit shay'. not exceed four (4) hours.
4.9
	
Approved lint-frce gloves shall be worn at all times when
installing or handling test units.
4. 10	 Electrical input to unit for all test phases to be as follows:
Current-sinusoidal alternating	 Power 35 watts maximum
Frequency 400 t 15 Hz	 Phase to phase voltage 208 f 2 v ac
Number of Phases 3	 Phase to neutral voltage 120 f 1 vac
ZERO
DEFECTS 
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5.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST
5.1	 Electrical Tests (To be performed at room temperature
and ambient pressure conditions. )
5.1.1	 Insulation Resistance - Apply 500 ± 50 v do between all
motor windings and ground. Insulation resistance shall be greater than 100
megohms. Record results on data sheet.
5.1.2	 Dielectric Strength - Apply 1000 f 100 v do between all
motor windings and ;round for 1 minute, then apply 500 t 50 v ac at 60
Hk; between all motor windings and ground for 1 minute. Current leakage
shall not exceed 1. 0 ma. Record results on data sheet.
5.1.3	 Winding Resistance - Measure and record the resistance
of all motor windings. Individual winding resistance shall not exceed 750
ohms when measured to neutra.i.
5. 1.4	 Performance Test - Measure output and input and record
results on test data sheet.
5.2	 Cold Shock and Low Temperature Operation
5.2. 1	 Mount the nit in an acceptance test fixture and provide
test setup per Figure I.
5.2.2	 With the unit submerged and stabilized in liquid nitrogen
per MIL-P-27401A, apply power per Paragraph 4. 10.
5.2.3	 Tabulate the following data immediately after start,
after ten minutes running time, and prior to shutdown after twenty minutes
total running time.
NOTE:	 Maintain liquid nitrogen height above unit by periodically filling
Dewar to vent standpipe level. Liquid height shall be verified
prior to low temperature operational test.
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Unit Speed	 . . . . . . . . . . . .
Input Voltage (3 phases) . . . .
Running Current (3 phases).
Input power (3 phases) . . . .
Power supply frequency . .







5.2.4	 Following the liquid nitrogen test, warm unit to ambient
temperature while maintaining a nitrogen atmosphere sufficient to prevent
moisture contamination.
5.2.5	 Data Package
a) Technician Log and Test Record Sheet
b) Tabulation of all parametric measurements
taken in Paragraph 5. 2. 3.
NOTE:	 Maximum running time shall not exceed'
4 hours on any unit.
6.o PREPARATION FOR END ITEM DELIVERY
6.1	 Clean unit per Pesco Quality Control Procedure QC 110-8.
6.2	 Package unit per Pesco Quality Control Procedure
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INSTRUMENTATION LIST
Parameter instrument System Recorder
Measured Make & Model Range Accuracy Type
Unit Speed Electro Products 0-6000 rpm t 1 rpm Visual
721915A-Hewlett
Packard 5512-A
Input Voltage Weston-Model 433 0-150 v ac t0. 75% FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-1000 cps)
Input Current Weston-Model 433 0-300/150 f0. 757o FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-500 cps) ma
Input Power Weston-Model 432 0-20/10 ±0. 5% FS Visual
(3 phases) (25-1000 cps) watts
Power Supply Hewlett-Packard 0-1000 cps t 1 cps Visual
Frequency
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